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Davies
describes stance
on payroll tax
#4430
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Murray State
University President Dr. Bob Davies
addressed the Staff Congress
Wednesday, bringing news
about proposed state funding.
He also paused to talk about the
city's proposed payr11 tax.
He addressed the payroll
tax issue,
he
said,
because it
affects the
university
"greatly."
"What I
have been
told — and
it's
not
official,
coming
from the
Davies
mayor, but
a city council member — is that
the plan would be to have the
first reading at the meeting on
Tuesday, and then, at the next
meeting, have the second reading of the payroll tax," he said.
Davies also qualified his
statements as being on behalf
of Murray State University and
not on behalf the people who
worked there, allowing that
some employees may be in favor of the tax.
"The payroll tax does not
help Murray State achieve our
goals," he said. "It does not
assist us in any way, shape or
form. I suspect that most of the
employees within Murray State
will not benefit, either.
"...The reason I say that is,
from what I've been told, that
). See on DAVIES Page 2
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"He who conceals his
hatred has lying lips,
and whoever spreads
slander is a fool."
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Fall at its best

Chamber seeks
more information
on payroll tax

By DAVID SNOW
editor@murrayledgercom
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WHAT'S INSIDE

By DAVID SNOW
editoramurrayledger.com

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & 'Times
An SUV heads west on Olive Boulevard Wednesday afternoon as the sun's beams
bring trees to life with leaves exploding in fall colors of yellows, oranges and reds between North 15th Street at the Murray
State University campus
and North 12th Street. This show of mother nature is probably not going to last much longer,
though, as many of the
leaves are hitting the ground with November at its halfway point and windy, warm weather
giving way to windy, colder
weather in a few days.

The
Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
issued a formal letter Wednesday asking for more information about the administration of
taxes discussed at the city council's Nov. 10 meeting,including
a payroll tax, a gross receipts
tax and a net profit tax.
Written by MCCCC President and CEO Aaron Dail and
issued on behalf of chamber
members and its board of directors, the letter states, "The
chamber encourages the Murray
City Council to discuss, clarify
and examine the impact the currently discussed tax reform and
new tax policies will have, and
whether those changes create'
a positive impact on business
growth and future investment in
the city of Murray."
The letter asks council members at today's 6 p.m. tax work
session at City Hall to examine
a number of issues related to the
tax, including:
lo• See CHAMBER on Page 5

Organizers seek readers
for second Bible marathon
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com
To ring in 2016, Murray bore
witness to a tent revival of sorts.
There were voices coming
from inside, but they were not
for a showy production. It was
for the business-like reading of
the Bible cover to cover during
the inaugural Kentucky 120
United Bible Reading Marathon,
where the idea was to begin the
reading with Genesis, then four
days later, finish with the end of
Revelation, all inside a heated
tent on the southwest edge of the
city's court square.
Now, local organizers are
preparing to get things ready for
the second go-round with this
marathon, and hope circulating
word through the community
well ahead of the new year's
arrival will enable as many of
the available reading shifts — 30

teams of 12 people each for a total of 360 readers — to be filled.
"We actually did have 22
teams, which was not bad for
the first year," said Jim Kruger
of Murray who,along with wife
Jacqie, will serve as marathon
co-coordinator for Calloway
County."We did end up having
some come back and do additional readings, which was OK,
but we'd rather not have to need
that.
"We knew going in that this
would be quite an effort, but at
that time, I don't think we totally understood exactly what went
into something like this. Trying
to keep track with who had read
and who hadn't was probably
the toughest thing to it. We think
we've got a better handle on that
Ledger & Times file photo
part of it this time. We just need Paul Foote of Hope Harbor Church in Murray takes his turn at the podium last year
as
to try and get those teams filled." he read the entire book of Galatians
during the Kentucky 120 United Bible Reading
Kruger said regardless of Marathon
on the city's court square. Organizers are planning to host this activity once
0- See BIBLE on Page 3 again in Murray.

Sherry Lewis

Art auction deemed a success
for student scholarships
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KEVIN TUNNEY/SpecIal to the Ledger
About 200 people attended the Nov. 11 art auction at Murray State University. The annual event raises money for art scholarships. Last year, about $10,000 was raised to that
end.

the community," Martin said.
"This year we had 212 works of
art included in the auction."
He said that the coordinaAbout 200 people came out tion of the yearly event, which
to Murray State University's took place in the main space of
annual art auction on Thursday, the Clara M. Eagle Gallery on
benefiting student scholarships. the sixth floor of the Fine Arts
T. Michael Martin, the di- Building, was a group effort.
rector of University Galleries
"I supervised the installaat MSU, said that there was a tion of an exhibit of live auction
plethora of artwork available items on the walls and the pedto view and to purchase at the estals and oversaw the staging of
event.
silent auction items on tables,"
"The number(of pieces) var- he said. "There is a committee
ies each year because works are of faculty members involved in
generously donated by students,
alumni,faculty and members of
See AUCTION on Page 2
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Daily Forecast
Today: Sunny, with
a high near 78. South
wind 6 to 10 mph,
with gusts as high as
24 mph.
Clear,
Tonight:
with a low around
53. South wind 7 to 9
mph.
Friday: A 50 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms after noon.
Partly sunny, with a
high near 74. South
southwest wind 8 to
14 mph, with gusts
as high as 24 mph.
Friday
Night:
Showers and possibly a thunderstorm
before midnight. Low
around 39. West
northwest wind 9 to
11 mph, with gusts
as high as 20 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 80%.

Saturday: Sunny,
with a high near 49.
West northwest wind
10 to 13 mph, with
gusts as high as 22
mph.
Saturday
Night:
with
a low
Clear,
around 28. Northwest
wind 7 to 9 mph.
Sunny,
Sunday:
with a high near 48.
Northwest wind 5 to 8
mph.
Night:
Sunday
Clear, with a low
around 26. Northwest
wind around 5 mph
becoming light and
variable in the evening.
Monday: Sunny,
with a high near 53.
Light and variable
wind becoming south
southwest 5 to 7 mph
in the morning.
Night:
Monday
Partly cloudy, with a
low around 35. South
wind around 5 mph.
Tuesday: A chance
of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a high
near 57. South wind
5 to 8 mph.

Staff Congress hears about
state performance funding plan
is based upon your progress relative to that three-year weighted
average and also relative to how
The Murray State University the other universities perform,"
Staff Congress heard President he said.
Dr. Bob Davies speak WednesThe measures to be used inday about the state's performance clude the number of bachelor's
funding plan and how it will af- degrees bestowed and the numfect the university.
ber of students who pass 30
"We had a meeting (Tues- credit-hours for each year he is
day) M Frankfort where we had ..udent at the institui
really stiotii.threcla4''.*tiP be considered in
meeting,- Davies said, "It was STEM-H degrees, or
really just the presidents really sued in science,technology,engi.hashing some things out on a per- neering, mathematics and health
Jormance funding model. There
as well as low-income students.
is still a way to go. I think that we
The formula to determine
will reach a compromise model
funding is
performance-based
that will be put forward to meet
factors and
several
with
complex,
(Dec.
deadline
the
1).
involved.
variables
"Let me be blunt: If we don't,
"It's about bachelor's dethe cost is too high. The budget
bill.. basically says that 5 percent grees, it's about students moving
of the budget for the next fiscal through their freshman-sophyear will be put into a perfor- omore-junior-senior years and
mance funding model. In order graduation," Davies said. "It is
for that to be used,the work group retaining the students and seeing
has to deliver a model to the edu- them through graduation."
cation committee by Dec. 1. If we
Other actions taken at
do not deliver a model, the way Wednesday's MSU
Conthat bill is written, that 5 percent gress included:
is gone. So,the stakes are mighty
*Joyce Gordon of human rehigh, because we don't want to sources spoke about the Fair
have a self-imposed. self-inflict- Labor Standards Act and the unied 5 percent reduction."
versity's transition into the act,
House Bill 303 outlines appro- effective last Saturday.
priations and revenue measures
•Chad Workham of Informaproviding financing and condition Systems was approved unantions for the operations, mainteimously by the Staff Congress to
nance,support and functioning of
by Lothe state government and its vari- fill the term made vacant
Center,
Transfer
the
of
Stout
gan
ous departments, institutions and
who left the university last sumother state-supported activities.
Davies said that the pool of mer. That term expires on June
four-year institutions taking part 30, 2018.
The next scheduled meeting
in the plan are all four-year public
of the MSU Staff Congress will
universities in Kentucky.
"The metrics...are all three- be at 1:30 p.m. Dec. 14 in the Apyear. weighted averages, and it plied Science Building. MI
By DAVID SNOW
editor@murrayledgercom

organizing the event. This year,
the committee was led by art
history professor Antje Gamble.
Students, faculty, staff, alumni
and friends of the department
donated art items which we then
sell at the auction. The funds
raised go to scholarships for art
majors.
"The students either donate
artwork, work the auction or
do both to qualify for a scholarship."
Martin said he was pleased
with this year's turnout.
"This event brings in a lot of
support, and a lot of community members attend either to buy
or to just admire the works and
socialize," he said. "It is always
great to see so many visitors in
the gallery."
Martin said that last year's
auction brought in a good
amount to support Department
of Art and Design scholarships.
"Last year, we raised an impressive $10,000 and, based
on the early numbers, we expect this year to be in the same
range," he said. "The funds are
divided between the qualified
students, and the amount is dependent on their level of partici-

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom
Calloway County Emergency Management Director Bill
Call will lead a four-week amateur radio license study course
starting at 6 tonight at Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Station Lon
Sycamore Street in Murray.
The class is open to anyone interested in becoming a
licensed radio operator, also
known as a "ham'operator. That
term was the call of the first amateur wireless stations operated by members of the Harvard
Radio Club in Massachusetts.
Those operators' names were
Albert S. Hyman,Bob Almy and
Poogie Murray. The term is taken from the first letters of their
last names,"HAM."
Call said he has led many
courses on this subject since he
started working with radios in
49)AMIIGHT/Ledger & limes
1966, but he said this course has
Club work, with their systems
Radio
Amateur
University
State
Murray
the
of
Members
not been offered in the commuthis past summer during the annual Field Day at the Arboretum at.Murray State Universinity since 2010.
ty. Calloway County Emergency Management Director Bill Call will begin hosting a ham
these
materials
"The study
days are better than ever, and radio license class tonight at Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station 1 in Murray.
the test is so straightforward tailored for them and for some ice storm in which Murray and 6 to 9 p.m. Call said that, from
that anyone willing to read the first-responder types who ar- Calloway County, along with early indications, the class will
book can self-study successful- en't so much interested in radio the entire Purchase Area, had no be well attended, but students
ly?" Call said. "But some folks for its own sake, but for backup power for more than a week and can still join tonight, if they
do better with the structure of emergency communications:"
utilized ham operators to send wish. He said a cost of $20 will
meeting with a group and havHam radio operators have messages to state emergency be needed for purchasing an
ing some leadership, and sever- proven key to enabling commu- personnel.
instructional book and an addial of the just-finished (Citizens nication to be possible in emerThe class is scheduled for to- tional $14 will account for the
Emergency Response Training) gency situations, particularly night. Dec. 1, Dec. 8 and Dec. cost of the exam.
course graduates are in that cat- where power has been lost for 15. The license exam will be adContact Call at 270-293-0068
egory.
for more information. III
an entire city or county. An ex- ministered on Dec. 15.
"Hence, I'm offering a class ample of this would be the 2009
All classes are scheduled for

if a payroll tax is put in the city
sticker will be eliminated and
two additional taxes — property
and insurance taxes — will be
lessened."
Davies said that his administration is working to get wages
to continue to go up, providing I
percent salary increases to MSU
employees, even in the face of a
budget crisis.
"(The payroll tax) would all
but wipe that out," he said."The
representative from the Kentucky League of Cities (who
spoke at the Nov. 10 city council

• TRANQUIL
SURROUNDING
• SECURITY WITH
COMPORT
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KEVIN TUNNEY/Speclal to the Ledger
Murray State University's annual art auction featured more than 200 works for art lovers
to view and bid on in a live and silent auction. The pieces shown here were up for silent
bid.
"Each year is a perfect opporout and see what is available and
pation in the auction."
Martin said that he hopes the appreciate their hard work," he tunity to purchase artwork for
community's support will grow said. "We have some very tal- yourself or as a gift for someone
each year for such a good cause. ented students, and they really as well as help our students at
"Our students donated some appreciate the scholarship op- the same time."•
beautiful and smart artwork, and portunity and meeting art lovers
I wish more people would come in the community.

Ham radio class starts tonight at CCFR Station 1

1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE • MURRAY, KY
\.,
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meeting) mentioned other towns
where universities are located
and said that they have a payroll tax. I get that. We actually
compete against some of those
universities and cities for faculty
and staff, and I know for a fact
that at least three of those individuals came to Murray State
because we did not have a payroll tax.
"...I also would put forth
that many of the individuals will
have a higher payroll tax because they rent, on the auto insurance and everything else, that
will not offset their increase in
the payroll tax."
Davies said that he looked at
cities used Nov. 10 for comparison and found some differences
between them and Murray.
"Here are some significant
differences," he said. "Age:
We are two standard deviations
away from the mean of where
the other cities are listed in terms
of age. Our average age is 25.1;
most of the cities are up in the
low 40s and high 30s. To me,
that's a big difference. Here,
they are just starting their careers out.
"...Median income: We are
1.02 standard deviations away
from the mean. That's a statistically significant number, and
this was not a good sign — lower
than the others.
"And here's a really import-

ant one," he said. "Growth,
growth in terms of population:
The growth of Murray over the
period of time that was mentioned in the census data. Murray grew by 24 percent,the average was less than 5 percent, nine
standard deviations away from
the mean."
He added that he was not
saying that the negative growth
in other cities was caused by a
payroll tax, but that there was a
correlation.
"When we have so many differences, I think that we've got
to take time to really measure
this out," Davies said. "I look
at what's going on in the state.
There will be tax reform with
the state, and the state is looking
seriously at income tax, and has
stated that it is a drawback to
business and to population and
the like, so I wonder why we
are basically putting an income
tax on. I think we need to wait
and see what happens at the state
level.
"We have a lot of other shifts
at the federal level as well. To
me, that's another reason why
we need to make sure that we're
doing the right thing."
Davies mentioned that pensions are taxed and that low-income workers would be exempt
from the payroll tax.
"Again, I think we have a lot
of nuances." he said. "We have

YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT
HEADQUARTERS
Health Insurance — Now Thru Jan. 31st
Medicare Supplements

rift 0, crop nv rod, 270-761-1010

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC
113 S. 4th St. on the Square • 270-293-8817

a new city council that was just
elected. I think that they — since
they are the ones who are going
to be needing to implement it —
they are the ones who probably
should have the largest vote on
it.,.
Davies reminded the Staff
Congress of a city council work
session to take place toqay at
6 p.m. at City Hall. While the
public is welcome to attend, the
council will not take public comment during the session.
Mayor Jack Rose, in a sepconducted
arate
interview
Wednesday, explained why the
vote is to be made by the city
council and not the general public.
"Section 181 of the Kentucky
Constitution talks about how the
General Assembly cannot levy
taxes for a political subdivision,
but may confer that power," he
said. "Then, in the (Kentucky
Revised) Statutes, 92.281 is the
levy of all taxes authorized by
the (state) constitution's Section
181 and the exceptions."
He then confirmed that no
comments would be accepted at
tonight's meeting, disposing of
a rumor that they would be accepted.
"This is a special called meeting. and the only thing on the
agenda is a work session, and
that is for the council," Rose
said.
He said the matter needed
to be voted on now, rather than
wait for the 2017-18 city council
to be seated in January because
"it's been waiting for a long
time."
Rose said that the idea of a
payroll tax first came up at a city
council retreat on Aug. 10.
"1 think that the people that
were at that retreat and involved
in the discussions are probably
the ones that need to look at it,"
he said. III
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BZA approves variances for fencing
near Five Points,downtown signage
By JORDAN FERGUSON
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During its monthly meeting,
the Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments heard three dimensional vanance requests, two of
which might catch the attention
of those in Murray.
The first notable variance was
a request from Troy Stovall of
Murray in the form of a 5-foot
by 10-foot front setback variance to construct a 4-foot fence
along 16th Street and Coldwater
Road.
The property at 800 Coldwater Road sits in the east corner
of Five Points between Coldwater and 16th Street. Stovall said
a major issue as property owner
has been the usage of the parking area of his property by commuters to bypass the light at Five
Points for eastbound traffic from
College Farm Road. He said this
has caused many close calls and
is a safety issue.
"It has become so dangerous
there, we have had three people almost be run over," Stovall
said. "When we clocked (16th
Street,) we estimated it had 700
cars a day moving across it. My
little girl almost got run over,
and some plumbers almost got
run over.
"When we were bricking the
building we had a fork lift extended up there and someone
drove underneath the fork lift,
in between the lift and the building," he said. "It's just dangerous, and I don't know how to
stop them."
Stovall plans to construct a
4-foot-tall wrought iron fence
on his property along both roadways to prevent such incidents
from occurring in the future.
Currently, fences of this nature
must be 10 feet away from any
street right-of-way. In order to
construct the fence along the
east side of his property, Stovall
would need a 5-foot variance
allowing him to place the fence
along 16th Street only five feet
from the right-of-way.
Were Stovall to adhere to the
10-foot restriction, he said he
would be unable to access cer-

tain areas of his property for potential repairs and maintenance.
The same issue presented itself
along Coldwater Road, in that
the 10-foot variance requested is
needed to allow for parking.
One Murray resident, Marsha Dorgan, raised her concerns
with the variance during the
public hearing, citing concerns
that the addition of these fences
might cause more accidents for
commuters. However, Stovall
ensured the board that the fence
would be well on his property,
and should not be an issue for
anyone unless they are driving
on his property.
A motion was passed to allow for the variance, with board
member Josh Vernon voting
against the variance.
Another item which might be
of interest to Murray residents
was a request made by Karen
and Mark Welch to allow the
use of parking signage as well as
permission to use a billboard for
a downtown mural. The Welches
own the property at the entrance
of the east parking lot across
from BB&T and another 6-by10-foot sign to be placed along
the fence in the west parking lot.
In addition to these requests,
the owners were also requesting
to utilize an existing billboard
structure in the east parking lot
for a mural intended to celebrate
downtown Murray.
The billboard would not be
utilized for advertising purposes, according to Karen Welch,
but as an opportunity to create
a mural similar to what is found
along the flood walls in downtown Paducah.
The board moved unanimously in approval of the variance.
The third item on the agenda
for the board that evening involved a variance to allow Calvin and Michele Becker of Murray to build a home workshop to
the side of their property at 43
King Arthur Court, rather than
behind it. This request was made
due to issues of topography and
water runoff on the back of the
property. This variance was also
unanimously approved.•

Photo by Jennie Gordon

The New Concord
Grocery and Post Office
was destroyed by a fire
on May 17, 1984.

Photo by Jennie Gordon

The New Concord Post Office was
relocated to this building across
the street from the old post office
and grocery that was destroyed
by fire. The building was owned
by Gene Lovins and was formerly
Spiceland's Grocery.
UI
Photos provided by Ed Davis
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The Murray Ledger & Times will be publishing photographs taken in the past of people, places and events in Murray and Calloway Count)
Email photos to communityriews@murrayledgercom or bring them to our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave

Ballard Judge-Executive named
in western Kentucky fraud case
By DYLAN LOVAN
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A federal grand jury has indicted
the top elected official in Ballard
County in western Kentucky,
along with the county's former
treasurer.
U.S. Attorney John E. Kuhn
said Wednesday that Judge-Executive Vickie Viniard and former Treasurer Belinda Foster
secured $450,000 in bank loans
without the consent of the county's Fiscal Court. The money
was procured to use as operating
funds for the county, according
to the U.S. Attorney.
Kutin's office also announced
a separate set of indictments
against former Fulton County
Jailer Ray Parnell and four contractors for an alleged kickback
scheme during the county's $3.3
million jail expansion. Federal
prosecutors say Parnell received
about $175,000 in the scheme.
The two counties are on the
far western tip of Kentucky,
about 30 miles apart.
In Ballard County, Foster,
who left the treasurer's job in
December, was authorized to use
the loan funds for medical reimbursement payments to county employees, a release from
the U.S. Attorney said. About
$27,000 of those payments went
to Foster, an indictment alleges.
The loans were obtained by using a county certificate of deposit as collateral on the loans. The
Fiscal Court was unaware of the
loans.
The loans from First Community Bank were taken out between April 2014 and October
2015, prosecutors said. They say
Viniard directed Foster to report
the loan proceeds as payroll tax
funds.
Viniard said in a statement released by her attorney Wednesday that she "did not intend to do
anything unlawful in obtaining
the loan," and she will remain
in her job as the county's top
official while defending hersetf

from the charges.
Viniard, 60, and Foster, 50,
are charged with bank fraud,
wire fraud, and making false
statements on a loan application.
The bank fraud and loan-related
charges carry a maximum sentence of 30 years in prison per
count, and wire fraud carries a
maximum sentence of 20 years
per count.
In Fulton County, Parnell is
alleged to have solicited gifts
and payments from the contractors in exchange for influencing
the county's fiscal court to award
jail contracts to the contractors.
The four contractors charged
are Ronald D. Armstrong, 60,
of Dresden, Tennessee; Jimmy
Boyd, 56, of South Fulton, Tennessee. Michael Homra, 79, of
Fulton. Kentucky; and Daniel C.
Larcom,42, of Union City, Tennessee.
According to the U.S. Attorney, Parnell directed the four
contractors to overcharge for
services, with the remainder
going to Parnell in cash and
checks. Parnell had been jailer
in the county since 1990 and left
office earlier this year.
The five men were charged
with honest services fraud and
multiple counts of wire fraud. If
convicted, each defendant could
be sentenced to no more than 20
years in prison per count.•

Photo provided
Jim Kruger, a Calloway County co-coordinator for the Kentucky 120 United Bible Reading Marathon, stands outside
the tent that was used for last year's event on the Murray court square. The marathon will happen once again in
Murray, staring at midnight on Jan. 1, 2017.

III BIBLE
From front
what issues may have arisen
last year, he thought last year's
event was a success. The marathon was a statewide effort, as is
shown with the name,representing Kentucky's 120 counties.
Ninety of those counties hosted
marathons.
"One problem we didn't
have here is that everybody who
signed up did come and was on
time, and I thought everybody
who read did real well," Kruger said. "We had a gathering
of all of the state coordinators
at Asbury College (in the central part of the commonwealth)
and we reported on how things
went. We heard from several
other communities that they had
some people being led to Christ,
which is great to hear. Here, we
did have some people come up
and ask what was going on, but
not too many, and we're think-

ing it might be because not too the Bible is something we chermany knew about it."
ish here and hold very dear. The
Kruger said a main job he other part is having all of those
has as a coordinator is with con- denominations be part of this.
tacting local churches to gauge Yes,they all have certain beliefs,
interest for potential readers. He but in the end, they're all in this
said about 20 churches partici- for the same reason, and that's
pated last year.
Jesus Christ."
"And we're wanting to have
Broker said he also finds
different denominations in- meaning in the fact that this event
volved," said Todd Broker of is called a marathon which, he
Murray, who is assisting the admits, at first hearing the word,
Krugers with recruiting potential can be a bit intimidating.
readers."We want them to come
"But if you really think about
together. They're all based on it, just from the name, it's not
the Christian faith, so the more about one person doing somewe get for this, I think,the better thing for a long time," he said.
this is for the entire activity.
"It means that it will be continu"There's two real important ous, and that's why we've got to
things here, I think. First, this is make sure those reader spots are
about the community itself and, filled. Each person on each team
while it is for Christians, it's for is going to have a role here, and
everybody. It's a great way to that's going to last for 15 minstart the new year, and reading utes, so we need to have good

numbers."
Kruger said Wednesday that
the reading shifts for Jan. 1 are
nearly full, with three of the
eight available shifts remaining.
He said the Jan. 2-4 slots are still
up for grabs.
One slot that is not available
is the one that will start the marathon. In fact, it will have a quite
familiar voice.
"Yes,Martin Severns(the pastor at Memorial Baptist Church)
and his team have already got
the spot that begins with Genesis I:1. He said he wanted them
to have leadoff at midnight New
Year's Day, and that's exactly
where they were when we did
the first time." Kruger said.
Anyone wishing to participate can contact Kruger at 270759-4759 or 270-978-2356 or
email JacqieK46@gmail.com.
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Please support the

BATTERIES

The payroll tax is recognized as a regressive tax on
the Donald Trump blue collar voter's incomes in our
county. We have learned that 50% of our folks get
paid $35,000 a year or less. George Bush and Barack
Obama let these workers suffer! It appears that some
of the city council members want to do the same???
Come hear Dr. Winfield Rose, semi-retired political
science professor speak on "The yardstick for the use of
presidential power: Was it constitutional?" On Monday,
November 21st at 4:30 PM in the back room of Pagliai's.

MURRAY HOME
270-753-2571
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY •
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
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MSU Center of Economic Education officially opens

Food pantry to open
Goshen United Methodist Church will open
its food pantry from 10 a.m. to noon on Friday,
Nov. 18, and Saturday, Nov. 19. The church is
located in the Stella community at 4726 Kentucky 121 North.

Gardeners to meet Saturday
A Gathering of Gardeners will be held from
8:30 a.m. to noon on Saturday, Nov. 19, at the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center at 607 Poplar St. Speakers will present information on versatile herbs, floral design and
garden rooms. A seed collection station will be
available, and plants and garden decor will be offered for sale. This
event is free, but donations will be accepted to support the Senior
Center garden. For more information, contact Linda Ann Ward at
270-519-3147.
Martha
Finney Andrus
Community editor

Holiday bazaar to be Saturday
The Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church at 5161 Radio Road
in Dexter will hold a holiday bazaar from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 19, at the Family Life Center. Baked goods, handcrafted items and attic treasures will be available. Lunch will be served
beginning at 10:30 a.m. All proceeds will be used to support the
church mission projects.

MWC Alpha Department will meet
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
9:30 a.m. on Saturday. Nov. 19,at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
The program "GED: The First Step to a Brighter Future" will be
presented by the staff of the Calloway County Adult Education Center. The hostesses will be Kathy Jo Stubblefield and Becky Smith.

Rebate night to be held

Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Center of Economic Education
celebrated its official opening
on Nov. 1 with a ribbon-cutting
ceremony performed by the center's director,Todd Broker.
An expansion of resources
has occurred as the center has
moved to its current location
on the third floor of the Arthur
J. Bauemfeind College of Business Building. Funding support
came from within and outside
the university community, including the Arthur J. Bauemfeind College of Business,
MSU Economics and Finance
Department, National Council
on Economic Education, Kentucky Council on Economic Education, Federal Reserve Bank,
Kentucky Department of Financial Institutions, Paducah Bank
and Regions Bank.
Since January, the center has
conducted nearly 50 outreach
activities that have directly impacted more than 300 educators
and about 2,300 K-12 students.
The center is home to "numerous varieties of resource
materials for teachers to browse
and check out as well as in-

The Breast Cancer Support Group will hold a rebate night from 4
to 8 p.m. on Thursday. Nov. 17,at Mr.Gatti's for 3D mammography
for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

MISD seeks donations for Christmas
The Murray Independent School District will provide ChriFtmas
for more than 350 students and their families and is seeking donations or family sponsorship. Contact Murray Family Resource Youth
Service Center Director Morgan Carman at 270-759-9592 or Dean
Youth Service Center Director Janeann Turner at 270-753-6565.

Christmas bazaar to be held
The Aurora Ross-South Marshall Auxiliary's fifth annual Christmas bazaar will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.on Saturday, Nov. 19,at the
Aurora-South Marshall Fire Department.

Veterans assistance offered
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits on Thursday,
Nov. 17, at the Mayfield VA Clinic at 1253 Paris Road. Walk-ins
will be scheduled an appointment. Call 270-247-2455, ext. 73905,
or email ronald.mcclure@ky.gov.

MAG hosts holiday sale
The Murray Art Guild will host its holiday sale of fine arts and
crafts from 4 to 7 p.m. Friday, Nov. 18, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 19, and from noon to 4 p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 20,at the
Robert 0. Miller Conference Center at 201 S. Fourth St.

Survivor Day to be at Lourdes Hospital
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah will present Survivors of Suicide
Loss Day from 4 to 6 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 19, in the Borders
Community Room. Survivor Day is the one day a year when people
affected by suicide loss gather around the world at events in their
local communities to find comfort and gain understanding through
support, information and empowerment.

Holiday bazaar to be at Calvary Temple
Calvary Temple Baptist Church on U.S. 641 South will hold its
holiday bazaar from 8 a.m. to noon on Saturday, Nov. 19. Thanksgiving and Christmas decorations will be available along with
homemade craft items and home-baked breads.The public is invited
to attend.

Pancake breakfast to be Saturday
The Murray Tiger Band Boosters will host a pancake breakfast
from 7 to 10:30 am.Saturday, Nov. 19,in the Murray Middle School
cafeteria. The all-you-can-eat breakfast will include pancakes,eggs.
sausage, home-baked items and either coffee,juice or water. Tickets
are $5 per person and are available from middle and high school
band members. Murray Tiger Band Booster members and at the
door. Door prizes will also be offered. The proceed will benefit the
• band programs at Murray Middle School and Murray High School.

Knit Wits will meet
The Knit Wits will meet at 1 p.m. every Friday in the library of
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. Knitters and
crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information,call Dot
at 270-293-5588.

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
Animal
Health
Technology-Pre-Veterinary Club is hosting a Doggie Day Spa and Pet
ID Clinic from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Saturday at the A. Carman Animal Health Center on College
Farm Road.
MSU animal health technology and pre-veterinary students
will bathe dogs for $10, clean
ears and trim nails for $8 or provide "the works," including a
bath, ear cleaning and nail trim
for $15. Proof of current rabies
vaccination is required to participate for all dogs old enough to
have the vaccination.
The Humane Society will microchip dogs for $10. A microchip the size of a grain of rice
is inserted between the shoulder
blades of a dog in a relatively
painless and quick procedure.
Each microchip transponder has
a unique number which enables
a shelter or veterinary clinic to
scan the animal for the number,
which will be registered with a
national database allowing the
owner to be contacted when the
pet is found. Local veterinary
offices, the animal shelter and
the Humane Society have scan-

Barnett

Photo provided
Murray State University Center of Economic Education Director Todd Broker (center)
is shown cutting the ribbon to celebrate the official opening of the center, with Matt
Gunterman (left), a business teacher at Hopkins County Career and Technical Center,
and Amy McDowell, a business teacher at Murray High School.
house, small, computer-based Harrison, also attended. Both included 25 western Kentucky
workshops for area teachers," Harrison and Broker referenced educators who are active in the
said Broker.
the growth of the program. The center.
Many of the teachers that center had its inception in 1974,
"The center is always seekhave been utilizing these re- and "you should see where we ing ways to better equip local
sources were in attendance at the started," said Harrison.
districts, schools, teachers and
ribbon cutting.
Following the ceremony, students with economic educaThe original director and cre- there was a two-hour econom- tion materials and training," said
ator of the center, Dr. Dannie ic education training, which Broker.

Photo provided
Murray State University animal health technology and
pre-veterinary student Emma LaPere is shown with two
of the dogs that received the spa treatment at a previous
clinic.
ners to read these microchips,as
do most across the country.
Custom pet ID tags will be en-

graved onsite for $4 and up. A
wide selection of collars, leashes and harnesses will be for sale.

The Humane Society's 2017
Pet Calendar will be available
for $10.
If you wonder what breed
your dog might be, the Humane
Society will have canine DNA
test kits for sale for $90. The
cheek swab can be done that day
or the kit can be completed and
mailed. The information can be
valuable for your veterinarian
in anticipating any health issues
prevalent in certain breeds of
dogs.
The mission of the Humane
Society of Calloway County is
to extend humane education,
teach kindness and concern for
animals and humans alike, to
relieve suffering and prevent
cruelty to animals, to increase
awareness of pet overpopulation
and work to reduce it and to enrich the community through the
promotion of quality of life for
animals and people.
For questions regarding the
Doggie Day Spa, pet identification or animal issues in the
community,contact the Humane
Society of Calloway County at
270-759-1884, email humanesociety@murray-ky.net, or visit
www.ForThePets.org.•

Legion Oratorical Scholarship Contest offered
Special to the Ledger
The 2017 American Legion Oratorical Scholarship Contest will
be at 2 p.m. on Jan. 22 at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center at 607 Poplar St.
Those eligible should be high school students age 20 and under
who attend high school or are homeschooled in the first district of
the Kentucky American Legion. Contestants are required to present a prepared oration of eight to 10 minutes on some aspect of the
Constitution of the United States with an emphasis on duties and
obligations of citizens to our government. Contestants will also be
required to speak three to five minutes about an assigned topic that
will be drawn from the 7th, 10th, 16th and 17th Amendments.
The first district consists of students from Calloway,Graves, Marshall, Trigg, Ballard, Caldwell, Carlisle, Crittenden, Hickman, Livingston, Lyon and McCracken counties.
Students can obtain the complete rules by visiting www.americanlegion.org. All students should contact their local American Legion

Post or email District Coordinator Mark Kennedy at usmc19654
bellsouth.net or call 270-752-3333.•

Mr. E is back in town
and slashing prices
for Christmas!

40STOR%EWIDOFF
E

Decorating Ideas
•Designer Wreaths
*Burlap Ribbons
•WoodWick Candles
• Holiday Flags

4,216SF

holiday Sale!
20 ;if I

(•hrisimas ornainvnis
"Kentucky Certified Nursery Professionals"
Open Mon.- Sat. 9-5,Sun. 1-5
HWY 641 N • MURRAY
270-753-1725
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Martha Barnett

Harold

Howard Arnold Sr.
Martha Barnett, 88, of Murray, Kentucky, died
On the morning of Nov. 13,2016,at the age of 72, Harold HowTuesday, Nov. 15, 2016, at the Murray-Calloway
ard Arnold Sr. of Murray, Kentucky, was called home to be with his
County Hospital.
creator.
She was born May 19,1928,in Hazel,Kentucky.
The fifth child of 10 siblings born to Lloyd B. and Katie Arnold,
to Terry and Lois Elaine Paschall Smotherman.
Harold was never lonely, without love,or without a friend nearby.
She was a member of Hazel Baptist Church.
He was a loving husband, father, brother and grandfather, and
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
leaves behind to cherish his memory his loving wife of 46 years,
death by her husband,William Glen "Romeo" BarHattie Harris Arnold; four children, Keniesha Arnold of Murray,
nett; a brother, James Lynn Smotherman, and two
Harold Howard Arnold II of Atlanta,Georgia,Torrey Arnold of Mursisters, Nancy Jones and Elaine Smotherman.
ray, and Shane Arnold of Milwaukee, Wisconsin; six siblings, Diane
Mrs. Barnett is survived by two sons, Michael !very
Barnett
and husband Donald of Toledo, Ohio, Georgetta Arnold of
Barnett and wife Jan of Hazel,and Kenneth Barnett
Milwaukee, Mary Lucille Arnold of Murray, Joe Russell Arnold of
and wife Terri of Paducah; six grandchildren, Stacy garnett
Young, Murray, Anthony Arnold of Indianapolis, Indiana, and Ronnie ArTracy Suits and husband Matt, Robert Barnett and we Emily,
Sam nold of Toledo; two grandchildren, Taylre Arnold and Trenton ArBarnett, Brian Barnett, Kristin Barnett; a sister-in-law, Molly
Farley nold; and several nieces, nephews and cousins.
of Eddyville,and several nephews.
His going home celebration will be at 11 am.on Tuesday, Nov.
Funeral services are at 11 a.m. Friday, Nov. 18, 2016, at Hazel
22, 2016,at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with burial in
Baptist Church with Jordan Roach officiating. There will be
no Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be after 9 a.m. on Tuesday,
graveside service. Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m.Thursday. Nov.
Nov. 22,2016,at the funeral home.
17, 2016, at Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown
Murray,
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
and from 9 Will a.m. on Friday, Nov. 18,2016,at the church.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangeExpressions of sympathy may be made to Hazel Baptist Church,
ments.
301 Gilbert St. E. Hazel,KY 42049.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge James Darrell Parker
of arrangements.
James Darrell Parker, 72, of Murray, Kentucky, died Monday,
Nov. 14,2016.
He was born Nov. 13, 1944, in Calloway County, Kentucky, to
Glenn West
James Frank Parker and Wilma Dell Wilson Parker.
Glenn West, 67, of Murray, Kentucky, died
He was retired from General Tire after 42 years of service.
Tuesday, Nov. 15,2016,at his home.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his
He was born Feb. 16, 1949, in Lynn Grove, stepmother, Grace
N. Parker; a sister, Janice Kay Parker, and a
Kentucky, to Albert Lee and Ola Mae Key West, great-grandson, Colby
Paschall.
who preceded him in death.
Mr. Parker is survived by his wife, Susan Morris Parker of MurHe was a member of Salem Baptist Church.
ray, whom he married Sept. 10, 1982, in Murray; two daughters,
Mr. West is survived by his wife, Brenda Pat- Lone Turner and husband James
and Melissa Paschall and husband
terson West of Hazel; a son, Coulton West of Ha- Barry; two sons,James Dan-en
Parker and wife Elaine and Matthew
zel; three daughters, Stacey West Hill and husband Parker and special friend
Rachel Bailey; eight grandchildren, JorDavid of Honeoye Falls, New York, Tracey West dan Gillum (Brittney),Gene
Dale Paschall (Nicole), Dakota Parrish,
Cohoon and husband Vijay of Santa Rosa Beach. Alex Paschall (Megan), Kennady
Parker (Taylor), Nicole Parker,
West
Florida and Raegan West of Hazel; three brothers, Samantha Paschall, and Elizabeth
Parker, and one great-grandchild,
J.T. West and wife Joyce, David West, and Jacki Wesley Paschall.
West and wife Traci; two sisters. Martha West Outland and Linda
Graveside services will be at 11 a.m.on Thursday, Nov. 17,2016,
West Thompson; two grandchildren. Katelyn Cohoon and Bo Hill. at Ledbetter
Baptist Church Cemetery with Joe Pat Winchester offiand several nieces, nephews and cousins.
ciating. Burial will follow. Visitation was from 4-8 p.m. Wednesday,
The funeral service will be at noon on Saturday, Nov. 19,2016. at Nov. 16, 2016, at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, with Sammy
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralCunningham officiating. Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. on Fri- home.com.
day, Nov. 18, 2016,and from 11 a.m, to noon on Saturday. Nov. 19,
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
2016,at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
decreases of other taxes, includImes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge
ing property taxes and insurance
of arrangements.
premium taxes. The 7,224 MurFrom front
ray employees who live outside
•Investment: "The chamber the city limit would not receive
suggests articUlated areas of in- the same benefit,impacting their
vestment in both the short-term consumer spending by a range of
and long-term plans (that) the $2.1 million to $6.5 million, decouncil is considerkng with fu- pending on the payroll tax rate.
re net positive tax revenues
*Communication:
"The
By ALAN FRAM
ers about Trump, with whom
from the proposed tax policy chamber suggests holding two
Associated Press
he shares an affection for TV
changes before a formal vote public forums — one for the gensoundbites and sharp elbows.
occurs."
eral public to understand the
WASHINGTON (AP) — But Schumer said he's also told
•Consumer spending: "The three or four tax scenarios being
Senate Republicans re-elected the president-elect, "On issues
chamber suggests the council drafted and a second for busiMitch McConnell on Wednesday where we disagree, you can exconsider the effect a payroll tax ness license holders before any
to be majority leader next year pect a strong and tough fight."
specifically has on consumer formal vote occurs. ... With any
while Democrats picked Chuck
Schumer has mentioned infraspending and discretionary in- change that affects such a large
Schumer to lead them, setting structure as an area of possible
come
by both city and non-city portion of discretionary income,
the chief actors as the chamber cooperation.
residents." The letter used fig- the chamber believes that comprepares for an agenda that will
Many Democrats will feel
ures cited at the Nov. 10 city munication is key."
be dominated by Donald Trump pressure to back Republicans on
council meeting by Kentucky
The public is welcome to toand the GOP.
other issues, too. Twenty-five of
League of Cities Deputy Ex- night's city council tax work sesMcConnell, 74, is a discreet the 33 Senate seats up for 2018
ecutive Director J.D. Chaney, sion, but as it is a special meetbut deadly master of the Senate's re-election are held by Demostating that the 2,102 Murray ing, no public comment will be
legislative chess game. His role crats and their two allied indeemployees who live in Murray allowed that is not on the agenwill be to steer GOP bills to the pendents, including several from
would benefit from the offsetting da.•
desk of a president whose name deeply Republican states like
he barely spoke during a tumul- Montana and West Virginia, and
tuous campaign in which many they'll have to find ways to apRepublicans viewed Trump and peal to constituents.
The Murray-Calloway County Park Board will meet at 6 p.m.
his incendiary comments on
Underscoring
Democrats'
Muslims, veterans and others as effort to understand why last Monday in the meeting room of the Murray-Calloway County
politidal poison.
week's election turned so sour- Chamber of Commerce Office at 805 N. 12th St. Agenda items in"It's time to accept the results ly against them, Schumer an- clude the financial report, the director's report, a presentation from
of the election, to lower the tone nounced a broad, 10-member Mallory Wannack pertaining to a board survey,a presentation from
and to see what we can do to- leadership team. It ranged from Dan Thompson pertaining to a proposal for disc golf,a proposal for
gether to make progress for the liberals like Sen. Elizabeth War- playground addition by the Center for Accessible Living and the
country," McConnell,from Ken- ren of Massachusetts to mod- Calloway County Health Department, old business, new business,
tucky,told reporters Wednesday. erates like West Virginia's Joe committee reports and public or board member input.
As Senate minority leader, Manchin.
Schumer will assume his weak"We need to be a party that
ened party's most powerful speaks to and works on behalf of
remaining post as it struggles all Americans," Schumer said.
MURRAY
to define its role in a RepubliThe 65-year-old Brooklynite
vaulted over No.2 Senate Democan-dominated government.
The New Yorker's ascension cratic leader Dick Durbin of Illifrom his No. 3 spot has been a nois, who will remain in that slot.
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray,KY 42071-1040
virtual lock since last year, when Schumer has been a savvy parPhone 270-753-1916• Fax 270-753-1927
he quickly cemented votes for tisan combatant willing to strike
Minoricurrent
compromises. such as on a 2013
the top job after
Mon. — Fri. 8:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
ty Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., bipartisan immigration overhaul
Mike Davis,Publisher
mdavis@murraykdger.com
announced he'd retire. Most of that eventually died.
Alice Rouse,Publisher Emeritus
McConnell has been a cooleach party's leaders will remain
David Snow. Managing Editor
editor@murrayledger.com
in their posts next year, an iron- ly effective leader, steering his
Martha Andrus,Community News —community newsreimmyledger.com
ic stability following an election party through a long battle over
that seemed to show a demand a Supreme Court vacancy and
ads@morrayledger.com
Chris Woodall, Advertising Mgr.
Trump's stormy presidential
by voters for change.
dassifled@murrayiedger.com
Nicki Peach,Classdleds
McConnell and Schumer candidacy. McConnell distanced
Jeni McIntosh,Circulation
circulation qc murrayiedger.com
faced no opposition at separate himself from Trump during the
Rita Boggess. Business Mgr. ......rboggess@murrayiedger.com
closed-door meetings. Later campaign,at times flatly refusing
Wednesday, Schumer visited to discuss the race with reporters.
Subscriplicaltates
In what seemed like a show
McConnell in his office, telling
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a reporter afterward:"First meet- of independence. McConnell
answered a question Wednesday
ing. Working out things."
Mailed in Calloway County,
Republicans will control the about whether he backs Trump's
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ate but their potential Achilles' by rmer executive branch ofby saying the Senate will
heel is the Senate, which they fic
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s "the real concerns of the
will dominate 52-48. Assuming
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Republicans don't eliminate the American people."
Da'. Periodicals postage paid et Murray, KY. POSTMASTER: Send address
le cited overhauling the
rule allowing filibusters, Schumchanges to THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, P.O. Box 1040. Murray, KY
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er should be able to keep the tax code and President Barack
GOP from the 60 votes they'd Obtprna's health care law and apMISS YOUR PAPER? Let us know as soon as possible so we can get one to you
need . on some issues to break proving a new justice and said
or give you credit. Can (270)753•1919.
the procedural delays, potential the Senate won't "relitigate what
Murray Ledger & Times (USPS 308-700) • Murray Ledger & Times is •
leverage for bargains.
anybody on either side may have
member of the Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern
"Where we can work together said during a very hotly contestNewspapers Publishers Ameriedea. The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by Murray Ledger & Thnes.
we will," Schumer told twat- ed presidential race."•
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McConnell To Lead Senate GOP
Schumer IsiorDemo
_ , cratic Lode-

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
James Darrell Parker,72
A graveside service will be at 11 a.m. Thursday, Nov. 17,
2016,at Ledbetter Baptist Church Cemetery.

Correction:
In Wednesday's story "Former councilman Taylor launches
petition against Murray payroll tax," the website for the petition
was incorrect. The website is change.org.

Lawsuit testing Bevin's vetoes
rests with new GOP majority
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The future of a lawsuit challenging Republican Gov. Matt
Bevin's budget vetoes now
rests with the GOP majority he
helped elect in the state House
of Representatives.
Democratic House Speaker
Greg Stumbo has asked a judge
to throw out some of Bevin's
vetoes of the state's $68 billion
budget. But last week. Stumbo
lost his re-election bid and Republicans won a majority in the
House of Representatives for
the first time since 1920.
On Wednesday, Stumbo said
the lawsuit's future will be up
to Republican state Rep. Jeff
Hoover, the incoming House
Speaker. Hoover said he has not
decided what to do with the lawsuit, saying he will have his legal team review it once he takes
office.
"I have not personally read
the lawsuit or the allegations,"
Hoover said in a statement issued by his spokeswoman.
The lawsuit is one of five legal challenges filed against Bevin in his first year in office,all by
Democratic officials or groups
with Democratic ties. Bevin has
not fared well in those challenges so far, with Franklin Circuit
Judge Phillip Shepherd ruling
against him in most cases. One
case reached the state Supreme
Court, but Bevin lost there, too,
when the justices ruled Bevin
was wrong to bypass the state
legislature and order spending
cuts at public colleges and universities. Bevin released the
money last month.

Stumbo's lawsuit says Bevin's vetoes should be overturned
because he filed them with the
House Clerk and not the Secretary of State. But Beyin says
he was the victim of political
treachery because the originals
were soon locked away in the
clerk's office on Stumbo's orders, making him miss the deadline to file them. He ended up
filing copies with the Secretary
of State.
If Stumbo wins, it would
mean $9 million more for college scholarships, $1 million
for a colon-cancer screening
program and an expansion of
a public preschool program —
all items that Bevin removed
from the state budget by vetoing
them.
"I think the court needs to
rule on that. And I think that it
is important because it will set
the legal precedent of what is a
valid veto and what his required
for it to be a valid veto," Stumbo
told reporters Wednesday.
A spokeswoman for Bevin did not respond to a request
for comment. Stumbo said the
lawsuit was "not adversarial,"
but a spokeswoman for Bevin called it "frivolous" when
it was filed. And the two men
have been highly critical of each
other, with Bevin telling Stumbo "good riddance" when he
learned he had been defeated by
Republican Larry Brown in last
week's election.
"I've been called a lot worse
things by a hell of a lot better
men than him," Stumbo said
Wednesday. "I could care less
what Matt Bevin thinks about
me. I don't think very highly of
him,either."
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"STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones lad. Avg.-1886814 - 5432
Air Products .....-----138.71 +037
Apple
110.02+2.91
AT&T,Inc. —.—. --37.16 +039
BB&T
42.83 - 0.15
Bank of America
-19.74 - 042
Briggs &
+ 0.20
Bristol Myers Squibb._.-56.21 - 0.48
Caterpillar
9335 - 1.119
Chevron Texaco Corp 10836 + 0.48
Yahoo.—.-----40.98 +
Data Foods-----1934 + O33
Extea+Mobil.----.85.74 - 1.08
Ford Motor Co.
1139 - 0.05
General Electric---30.76 + Oil
Giro) Smith Mime--38.19 - 0.74
Amazon
.746.49 + 3.25
Goodyear Tire & Rubber ACAS-LH
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HopFed Banc*
11.76 +0.13
I BM....---.---.--159.25+0.58
InteL...........
• 1.16
Kroger
Mattel ...... .......
32.00 - 037
McDonalds.........
119.18 + 0.86
Merck..._..._....__62h3. 1.02
Microsoft...—_—.----59.65 + 0.78
JCPensey
+ 0.06
Pepsico,lac...-----..101.73 - 0.12
Pfizer,lac.—.---.--.31.95 - 0.28
Regions Financial
l230•043
Sears Holding Corp ........13.11 + 0.79
Time Warner
8837+ 030
47.87 0./13
US Bancorp
Anthem
Wal+Mart

138.40 0.02
7137 - 0.05

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
1712 St Rt. 121 N. Suits D I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 1 8004441854
Hours. 800 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
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Read Across
America Book
Selection Review

By DEBBIE
BATTEIGER
dbattelger@
murrayledger com

By Sandy Linn
(;nest Writer

Spotlight on
Thanksgiving
board books
Thanksgiving is a time to
give thanks for family, friends
and food. This week, the Calloway County Public Library
spotlights Thanksgiving board
books that celebrate all three
and are perfect for sharing with
those sweet little ones who may
be visiting for the holiday.
First up is "This Little Turkey" written by Ally Fronis and
illustrated by Migy Blanco. A
delightfully fun Thanksgiving
twist on the classic "This Little
Piggy- that features eight little
turkeys who are busy getting
ready for Thanksgiving. One
little turkey goes to market, one
sweeps the floor,one sets the table. and one says, "Let's eat!"
When the work is done, they're
all ready to wish everyone a
happy Thanksgiving.
Another Thanksgiving twist
on a favorite nursery rhyme is
"The Itsy Bitsy Pilgrim" written by Jeffrey Burton and illustrated by Sanja Rescek. The
talented duo has created a delightfully illustrated book featuring an itsy bitsy Pilgrim who
has sailed the ocean blue, built

houses, shoveled
snow and is nov,
ready to share the
first ThanksgiN ing with his new
friends.
The ever-popular Spot returns in
"Spot's Thanksgiving," written
and illustrated by
Eric Hill.
Spot wants to
make a pumpkin
pie for his family 's Thanksgiving dinner. Dad
gives Spot the
best
pumpkin
from his garden
and Mom helps
him bake the
yummy
treat,
just in time for
Find these and a host of other
Grandpa and Grandma's arriv- great children's books at Calal. Food, fun and family makes loway County Public Library
a very happy Thanksgiving.
at 710 Main St. in Murray and
"Thanksgiving
Counting," online at www.callowaycounwritten by Barbara Barbieri tylibrary.org
McGrath and illustrated by PegThe Calloway County Pubgy Tagel is a perfect introduc- lic Library wishes
everyone a
tion to Thanksgiving dinner for safe and
happy Thanksgiving
the youngest of readers. Bright,
holiday. CCPL will be closed
colorful illustrations present
on Nov. 24 in observance of
the joys of Thanksgiving and
Thanksgiving and will reopen
counting. Celebrating the first
Thanksgiving feast, setting Nov. 25 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
the table, passing the peas and CCPL will be open for regular
counting leaves during a walk weekend hours, which include
after dinner is an ideal holiday Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
book for sharing with wee ones. and Sunday from 1-5 p.m. In

Murray State to host Quad-State band festival
Special to the Ledger
The 70th annual Quad-State
Middle School Band Festival
will take place on Monday at
Murray State University, and
this year's event could feature
record participation with close
to 70 school band programs
represented, according to Murray State University Director of
Bands and festival co-coordinator Dennis L. Johnson.
The event that day culminates
with a complimentary concert in
Lovett Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Students are nominated and
ranked by their band directors.
"They are placed by us in one
of four bands based on those

rankings and have the opportunity to rehearse with a prominent guest conductor." Johnson
said.
Guest conductors for this
year's festival include Chelsea Negray, director of bands
at Colonial Middle School in
Memphis. Tennessee; Heather
D'Pasquale, director of bands
for Ballard Memorial High
School in Barlow, Kentucky;
John Lovell, director of bands
for McCracken County High
School in Paducah; and Calvin Warren, director of bands
at Christian County Middle
School in Hopkinsville.

Murray Ledger & Tim
will befeaturing
local writers & their poetry.
Send your work to
composing@murrayledger.com

For the students, the day
will include rehearsals with the
guest conductors, plus clinics
and master classes by the MSU
instrumental faculty. A special
short performance by the internationally acclaimed Murray
State University Symphonic
Wind Ensemble is also scheduled.
For the participating directors, there will be a clinic by
noted composer and arranger
Jeffrey T. King, who is teaching
and composing in Duncanville,
Texas. Directors bring an instrument to play and participate in
a reading band conducted by
King.
"They review the latest in
middle school compositions,
beginning band methods and
teaching techniques," Johnson
said. "The directors really appreciate these sessions.
"Jeffrey King is a very respected name in this genre, and
it is quite exciting to see the success that he has gained in composing materials for middle and
high school bands."
The
Quad-State
Middle
School Band festival is the longest continuous-running festival in the South. Commemorative T-shirts, plaques and other
memorabilia will be available in
the Lovett Auditorium lobby before and after the concert.
The Quad-State Festival attracts students from six different
states, including Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee, Ohio, Missouri
and Indiana. The public is encouraged to attend and enjoy the
day's efforts by these many fine
middle school musicians.
For more information on
Murray State University, visit
m urraystate.edu
The Murray Ledger &
Times Arts page is looking for your photos. If you
have any old photos of you
or your family members
participating in any of our
local arts organizations
like Playhouse in the Park
or the Murray Art Guild,
we want to see them!
Email them for possible
inclusion in a future print
editon to Debbie Batteiger at dbatteigerOmurrayledger.com.
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Murrayan wins first place at art show
Since Johnny McDougal retired from Murray State University in 1997, he has been a busy
man creating art from gourds.
"I was just working on one recently, my 710th piece," he said.
"My first creation, 22 years ago,
was of Thomas the Tank Engine
for my grandson."
McDougal, who retired as
director of student financial aid
at the university, said he takes
gourds in which he has either
grown or purchased from others, dries them out, then creates a piece that depicts a scene
or place. Recently, the artist's
"Scottish Country Cottage" won
first place at the Icehouse Gallery in Mayfield's Gourd Festival.
"(After that piece won,) I gave
that to our daughter. We have
Scottish roots," he said. "I've
done a lot of seasonal pieces and
a lot of Southwestern designs.
I'm working on one now for our
son. It (depicts) the sunrise on
Barkely Lake."
Ric Watson,the director of the
Icehouse Gallery, said that McDougal is a frequent participant
in the annual Gourd Festival and
"All About Gourds" annual juried exhibition.
"This event was created 13
years ago by Dana Heath, then
director of the Mayfield/Graves
County Art Guild," Watson said.
"It was started to give local artists like McDougal a venue in
which to show their gourd art.
"Over the past years, the exhibition has attracted participants from across the country
with an occasional entry from
overseas. McDougal's award for
first place in his category was

Photos provided
In the above photo, gourd artist
Johnny McDougal (left) and Director of the Icehouse Gallery Ric Watson are shown after McDougal's
win. In the photo on the right Is McDougal's winning piece, "Scottish
Country Cottage."

meticulous and thoughtful."
McDougal said that the process to prepare the gourd. a
member of the squash family,
takes time.
"I do have quite a supply over
the carport," he said. "When
they dry,the stems turn brown. If
they dry on the vine, they clean
themselves or you can clip them
and put them where the air is circulating.
"That takes about two to six
months to dry properly. The
gourd is 90 percent water. Then.
you have to get rid of the film on
the outside. You soak it for 30 or
40 minutes."
He said he has been entering
art contests for about five years.
"This was my second time as
a first-place winner. I've won
two second places preN,iously,"

McDougal said. "I try to use the
gourd itself as a canvas. There
are a lot of approaches in how
to work with gourds. I would
use acrylic paints and I do some
carving.
"My advice that I picked up
from a craft magazine is trial
and error. If you have interest
in it, try it. If it doesn't work,so
what? Try it again."
McDougal said that he is not
an artist but has fun trying new
designs on the gourds.
"I'm not a drawer, but you
can use different techniques,"
he said. "Some gourd artists are
true artists. I basically use the
idea of transforming what I'm
looking at. It's a lot of different
approaches.
"If I can do it, you can do it."

Photo provided by the Murray Art Guild
The Murray Art Guild recently exhibited student artwork from Murray High School.
MHS art instructor Emily Chipman's students submitted detailed work in graphite,
expressive work in watercolor and inspiring sculpted ice cream cones. The exhibition remains on display through Nov. 26. Pictured are the student artists,(back row)
Cadrian Dennis, Logan Dick, Krishna Patel, Grace Campbell,(middle row) Lexi Blankenship, Hannah Green, Asia Blanton, Kailyn Burkeen, Amanda Cohoon, Morgan
McCuiston, Abbi Waltmon, Tessa Pryor, Aubane Giraud, Joao Santana, (front row)
Madison McClure, Paige Miller, Caitlyn Cooper. Casey Key, Marta Abaigar and Brittany Tipton. Not pictured are Ryan Weiner, Wes Howe, Arika Dawson, Shane Hopper, Summer Rushing, Thomas Fisher, Ahynx Lawrence, Tanner Knight, Jung-Woo
Hong, Echo Falwell, Tyler Cooper, Sarah Crutcher, Casey Wilson, Kinsley Williams
Cain Cazares, Dan Jackson and Jayson Walker.

Arts council to host creative industry summit
Special to the Ledger
important part of keeping the visual artists and another for
The Kentucky Arts Council's conversation going," said Ken- performing artists. A third learnthird annual Creative Indus- tucky Arts Council Executive ing track will be offered for
try Summit on Nov. 30 at the Director Lori Meadows. "We those interested in community
Lexington Convention Center think attendees at this year's arts topics.
will continue building on the Summit w ill take plenty of
The afternoon will feature
success from the previous two knowledge back to their respecconferences, adding even more tive communities and start their workshops and presentations
on brand development, increasprogramming about emerging own conversations."
creative endeavors in the comAmong the summit's morn- ing and targeting social media
monwealth.
ing plenary session topics are an efforts, marketing and selling
The summit will feature update on the arts council's lat- artwork online, legal protection
morning plenary presentations est creative industry initiatives,
for artists and artwork, getting
and afternoon workshops on a learning opportunities on how
broad array of topics for those artists can successfully collab- tax questions answered for small
who work in or support the cre- orate with business people and businesses, planning culturalative industry at the state and lo- community leaders, and an in- ly relevant community events,
cal level. Registration is $15 and troduction to and status 'report starting and executing successcan be made online.
on Kentucky's fast-growiris vid- ful public art projects and dis"We've created a lot of mo- eo game development indlistry.
covering a network of trained
mentum for examining the state
Afternoon sessions will offer cultural documenta
tion specialof the creative industry since the direct training opportunities to
ists
who
can
help
with
projects.
release of the Creative Industry individuals working in the creFor more information on the
Report in 2014, and the annual ative industry through two afCreative Industry Summit is an ternoon learning tracks: one for Creative Industry Summit, including a summit agenda, visit
artscounci I.ky.gov or contact
Emily B. Moses, arts council
creative industry manager, at
emilyb.mosesigky.gov or 502892-3109.
270.753.9999 www.sbgpropert
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Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

$10-00 Column Inch,40% Discount 2nd R
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Ail 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3-33 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)
II INF AlIS
$825 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words &SO each
Additional Consecutive Days:
S.I2 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter
ADVERTISERS we requested to check the first
inserton of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible fide
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be
reported Immediately so corrections can be .
made.
4
THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do oocur.Readers using
this information do so at their own risk A/though
persons and companies Mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
010
Moray Ledger
& Times
753-1916

PUBLIC SALE
Satuday November
19th at 8:00 A.M.
Neon Beach
812 Whitnell Ave.
Selling Units
B70, C18,CA3,and G4
020

Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
753-1916
020

Nodes

Notice

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY FOR RENT
408 South 4th Street
Remodeled
3500 Sq. ft. 2 air condition offices, waiting
room, storage area with loading dock
412 South 4th Street
Remodeled
Approx. 3500 Sq ft., 2 air conditioned offices
414 South 4th Street
Remodeled
Approx. 2800 Sq. ft. 1 air conditioned office
Call Howard for Information
270-293-8885
060

PERMANENT
part
time retail sales position. Perfect for retired
or empty nester, 2-3
days per week, some
Saturdays. Apply in
person at the Plaid
Rabbit 209 N. 12
Street. NO phone calls
please.
Seeking a nanny to
provide day-time care
for one infant from the
approximate hours of
6.30AM to 5:30PM.
Applicant should be a
non-smoker.
Send
resume to
PO. Box 913
Murray, KY 42071.

Help Wanted

fM,

GALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
1BR from $345
2BR from $375

SPRING Hill Suites
Opening Soon !
Now Hiring
All Positions.
Apply at Kentucky
Carrer Center 3415
Hwy 641 North,
Murray, KY

TOO 1-800-545-1833 ext283

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

3BR,2BA 4 miles south
of Murray. $650/mo
plus deposit.
270-227-7965

When accessing the
"help %anted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
rnurray ledgercorn,
sou will he redirected
io jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite.
However, as a national
ssebsite. not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Joh listings. Thank you

GEM has an opening in our Calvert City, KY office
for an Environmental Technician.
Respon•ibilities
•
•
•
•
•

Storage Rentals

Qu•Ilfic•tions:
•
•

High School Diploma/GED required
Valid driver's license and mint be able to get CDL
Class A license
1-3 yrs previous environmental experience preferred
Ability to perform field work 100% of the time
Ability and willingness to travel if necessary
OSHA 40 hr HAZWOPER Training is a plus
Willing to train right candidate

Send resumes to: Seth Roberta P0 Box 513,
Calvert City, KY 42029
Or via email seth.roberts@ghd.com

business'

PRE-PLANNING
Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
EM
Frv:
Matthew Imes,

hsc

Pre-Arranoesnent

&

_ Irk

DRIVE
& MI
PLO1
8.1. SI Nil

I

t

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

410

410
Public Sale

Public See

Public Sale

270-2

AUSTIF

Saturday, November 19th • 10:00 AM
1501 121 N. MURRAY, KY 42071
Auction To Be Held At National Guard Armory

Chest, Chairs, Refrig, Stove, Washer, and More

Farm Equip- Box Blade, Blade, Disc, Plow, 6' Rake, Post Hole Digger,
Snapper Riding Mower, Born Pole, Trailer 12, Yard Carl, Several Old
AN Sues
tan Ai rotninodalt
So4ls
liv last
''.Hcio
For oil your tforage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
•Murray Store & Lock- 1611 N. 12th St.
•MBC Storage • 1900 N. 12th
Loa. Eicancity arid 24/7 surveillance
•Garlatai Postal Boat & Mimi-Stomp • Hwy,94E

H&H Guns

I

I

Climate Control

LET GARLAD TAKE(4RE Of I OUR STORAGE NEEDS!
1900A N. 12th St • PO. Rex 65 Murray, KY 4207I
Office 270 753-2905.fax 270-753-9505

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

fr;f4•.r-r•• garlandrentalsagmaitcom

ONOMMIPPIP"7"*I'

MOBILE HOME COMMUNITY!

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Cares
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

ki7=-7,,,,;d

Misc- Texaco Fire Truck, Metal Dump Truck, Childs Metal Wagon, Old
Horse Bike on 4 Wheels, Childs Trunk,Childs Metal Tea Sets, Tobacco
Tins, Coffee Tins, Quilt Tops. Material, Silver Plate Items, Shields, Year
Book, Cast Iron Pcs, and More
MORE INFO & PICS COMING
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR AUCTION NEEDS (ESTATES
,
PROPERTY, FARMS, EQUIPMENT, HOUSES, ETC) CONTACT:

1111_011
Cr-

EJ

CHAVIS

BENTON( HARDIN )KY 42025

State laws fort
in the sale, ten
of sal estate b
addition to
under tederal I
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ads erbsins tor
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available un a
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F., gmicrnAds
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SATURDAY NOVEMBER 19TH 2016 • 10:00 A.M.

Terms of auction is cash or good check with proper ID. Any
announcement
made day of auction take precedence over any printed material
or any oral
statement made. Auction company or owners not responsibl
e for accidents.
Concession available.

Storage Rentals

1111 or nations

non to make
en,n
t.res lunaatif

ESTATE AUCTION

South 12' Street.
Approx. 5700 Sq.ft.

11,117":"

11H
plega
ou
o:Isello Aeirtn
awe, Inntratic
non based on
hex

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer • KY# P2521
www.chavlsauctions.com

at 1515 South 12th Street -

•\

Housi

All real est
Ls staled t

Tools Coming and More

Estate of Mr. Van "Tinker" Sires,
5 pc bedroom suit, (2) 3 pc bedroom suits, matching couch, loveseat,
and
chair, leather recliners, oak dining table w/6 chairs, oval china cabinet,
oak
buffet, small wash stand, coffee and end tables, odd lamp tables,
kitchen
cabinet, china cabinet, childs rocker, side by side refrigerator, washer,
dryer, deep freeze, odd lamps, Ray Harm and Ken Holland framed
turkey
pnnts, deer prints, other pictures, Wild Turkey decanters, wall clocks,
Ingram mantle clock, stone jugs, stone crocks, chum, lid and
dasher,
Emerson metal blade fan, Ryan milk bottles quart and pints, other
milk
bottles, Haviland china, blue china, figurines, trinkets, lots of hens
on nest,
milk glass pieces, odd dishes, cookware, flatware, kitchen
utensils, blue
fruit jars, other jars, food chopper, rolling pins, pyrex bowls, McCoy
cookie
jar, miniature block plane, pocket knives, old marbles, pellet
gun, horse
collar, flat irons, First Alert safe, Elvis Presley records, butter mold,
Jennings Air Master 2000 compound bow, PSE compound bow
w/arrows,
turkey calls, old books, old toys. Craftsman tool set, Milwaukee
rechargeable drill, other tools, wrenches, binoculars, rifle scope, old
projectors and
cameras, quilts, linen, much much more.

\s mlibls •

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #711

Bent
270-

3882 WADESBORO RD. SOUTH

FOX MEADOWS AND COACH ESTATES

-It, 911N

Se
All type

Murray Ledj

Glassware- Hen on Nest, Coming Ware, Pyrex, Fenton Carnival, Sets Of
China, Lustue Rose By Imperial, Northwood Carnival, Fostona, Noritake
Sets, Eggshell China, Haviland China, Kero Lamps, Milk Glass, Thimble

Used stove, fridge,
carpeting, windows,
doors, electric
baseboard
heaters,
gas heaters, A/C units,
etc. 270-753-4109.
r
.....
Cash paid for good.
used guns

I

REAL
+1- AcrEt

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

Want to Buy

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

Wan

Funeral Direct.:,

Furniture- Pie Safe, Table & Chairs, Chairs, Chest, End Table, Children
Furniture, Bedroom Suite, Old Clock, Singer Sewing Machine, Cedar

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
360
Storage Rentals

BASIC STORAGE BUILDING
- located behind Mathis Transmission

19

FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270-435-4420 OR
270-227-3

$400 Month

959

3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits_ Water and trash
included. $900.
270-293-5423
Apartments,
Duplexes

Call 270-293-8885
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONS
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
(270)753-6266
HOURS.
MON-FRI

include:
Operate pump pulling unit
Pump installation and troubleshooting
Ability to operate small backhoes & forklifts
Jobsite housekeeping
Welding & torch operation

270-753-9224
Thank vni,

Collection, Silver Lace,

Skills Required: Continued training relating to the appropriate
intervention with crime victims.

To apply, submit cover letter and resume demonstrating applicant
meets at least the minimum requirements listed above via email
to
bernstberger@prosecutors.ky.gov
by facsimile copy to 270-761-8154,
or in person or by mail to K. Bryan Ernstberger at
204 South 6th St., Murray, KY 42071.
It is preferred that resumes be received by 11/21/16.

Oned Oporato:i by The McClure;

REAL
55

1, 3, & 4BR houses to
rent Lease/deposit
required.
Call 270-753-4109

i 011111.111W

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB: Function as a liaison between
victims, the prosecutors, and the court; Screens cases to identify
and
asses victims in need of assistance and coordinates community
and
program resources; Keep victims advised of case status and
be
available to answer any questions about the criminal process;
Assist
Victim in preparing victim Impact Statement; Recruit and train
volunteers to work with Victim Advocate; Prohibitions: No victim
advocate shall engage in political activities while in the course of
performing his duties as victim advocate or the practice of law as
defined in KRS52.130.

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

270-753-1916

Houses For Rent

DISCLAIMER

Minimum Requirements:
Education: Must have received a baccalaureate degree in social work.
sociology, guidance and counseling, education, religion, criminal justice
or another human service field; OR received a high school diploma or
equivalency certificate and has four years of experience working in the
human service field or court system.
Experience: Must have at least two years of experience working with
the human services field or court system in a position requiring
professional contact with children and adults.

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

11.•••••••••• 11•••••••.,
1 I•4 ••• ...veil

!y
rAiorder

LOOKING FOR A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

Victims of Crime Advocate
Calloway County Attorney's Office
Position starting in December, 2016

Call
Murray Ledger
Times
to place
your ad
here!

270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Or.

060
Help Wanted

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

2BR, 1BA duplex
Furnished
270-753-0259

allifffir.9011111N
Nationwide
Distnbution Center
taking
applications.
The opening is for a
forklift operator/warehouse helper. Duties
include forklift, swing
reach & carton clamp
operation.
Manually
stacking and
unstacking cases on
pallets using a conveyor line. Ability to lift 60
pounds
repeatedly.
Computer skills needed- email, making bills
of lading using online
trucking sites, using a
company web site for
order fulfillment &
inventory
control.
Competitive
hourly
wage plus insurance
and 401K. Drug testing
& cnminal background
check required. High
school grad or GED a
must. Position requires
physical labor. Positive
attitude, team players
only. Experience a plus
but not required.
Send resume to:
Nationwide Distribution
Center P.O. Box 1691,
Murray, KY 42071.

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

2BR, 1 5BA, Ouadplex
550.00/ month
270-293-5423

iN PERSON to
WENDE or JOHNNY

1111ti1l AV AIDS.

Legal
Notice

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required
270-753-4109

Townhouses
AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2 30
1734 Campbell St
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Hearing Impaired only
1-800-648-6056
Handicap accessible
Equal Housing
Opportunity

8 00-4:00
SATURDAY
8 00-1 2:00

'
Venal Prop. For Rant
METAL
Building,
88x401t, 12ft walls,
3 10x1Oft overhead
doors, Located:
406 Sunberry Circle,
Murray.
Call 270-436-2935

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available,
Coll 27Q-753-.399g

R

.Supplies

Visit LIF (ifiline ii

laws S8C,propPr1y

DOG Obedience

or
*NM MUCIIVItvrontAs corn

qiendhenmere corn
(270)438-2858

Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Lynn Grove KY
270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
KY it P2248 TNa 2493 Firm 5815
www darrellbeaneauctions corn
CO

..edger & Times
Murray Ledger & rimes
Thursday, November 17, 2016 • 9

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
turday, Novem • r 19TH
WATTS DRIVE, NEW

2016

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION

1 .00

ro
*Taming /Tree
Removal
•Ucensed & insured
Free Eslimass
E70-70-TliEE
fir33)

Saturday, December 3rd 20180 10:00 AM

CONCORD. KY 42076

Location: 415 Murray Paris Rd., Murray, KY

42071
FALL LEAF REMOVAL AND CLEAN UP
,
270-227-2367

G OF MURRAY

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

MERCIAL
e McClure

Lielllitiorie Electrical Contractors, LI(

4

1 38
Ac - -s
BRICK

Pier

ia
lr.Q1Z

years of funeral
alloway Co

ER AD

From Murray Tarte KY-121 South 12 Miles Then
Keep Left On Cypress
Trail Then Left On Valentine Rd And Proceed U6
Miles Then Keep Straight
On Watts Drive And Proceed To Farm Signs
Posted!!

VII: A, 1111'10N

VISIT NARRISAtICTIONS COM FOR COMPLETE LISTING DETAILS & PHOTOS!

270_247_3253 ,s

:00 AM
I2071

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

d Table, Children
viachine, Cedar
More

Carnival, Sets Of
.ostoria, Nontake
k Glass, Thimble

ost Hole Digger,
art, Several Old

Rod Estate
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
Al real estate advertised hereir
is cubed to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer
car, bmitahon or diScrimind
non based on race. ctilot, rrtv
pon, sex, handicap. familial sta•
nu or national ongm, or mienunn te make any such preferences, lundahorts or dIscrirnirki•

rust

etal Wagon, Old
a Sets. Tobacco
is, Shields, Year

State Laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
if real estate based on factors or
addition to those protected
under tederal law.

EDS (ESTATES,
CONTACT:

We will knowingly aaarpt am
ads ertising tor real estate whhf
is not in violation of the law. An
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellmip advertised are
available on an equal oppodu•
Mir basks.

TION

For iurther assistance with Farr
Housing Advertising require
ments, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milani,(7131MB-10OP

1RAY, KY 42071
11: 270-705-4479
r • KY# P2521

.14S5 st

.1.4.4, Wye.P

55.11:111-44•411111

•

.

K

47740

• New Construction

• Remodels
• DryWall & Painting
• licensed Insured
• Fire & Water
Restoration
• Free Estimates
V0-293-0404

CLEAN CUT

DC avaseAome

UM SERVICE
LANDSCAPING

-PRos.gvei Wave/we

WI Do insurance Work
Master-ort

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Cow7467 .90077

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

irge.34246
Ask about our

FALL SCRUB TRINNING•

Display ad
specials

1
I. Ftesiderinal/Commercial .
ts laically Owned/Operated I
.

Term at

j

Call

270-349-6380
•
•

L....— • 1

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling
'Here Impro,elttnl,
*Bath *Kitchen
& Additions

121 Gibbs Store Road
F RI.(11/18) & SAT.(11/19)
7 AM-5 PM

753-9562
.si Fru tit,: Ls,- tn.* ou
%lir to\
rt./()N

ay.v. hillelecInc.com

OW PROZ

• lac. & Ins.

(270) 293-8686

Ron Flame
(270)227-3140
12701474-0323

220-978-9157

'FALL LEAF CLEAN UP I

I

FRI.(11/18)& SAT.(11/19)
9 AM-2 PM - NO EARLY SALES!
GARAGE/INSIDE SALE! Vintage items,
couch,loveseats, glider rocker, swivel rockers, end tables, lamps,curio cabinet,dining
table, desk, office chair, drop leaf table/2
chairs, ceiling fan, dishes, Exittery, wreaths/
floral, glassware,small appliances, books,
toys, C'hristmas, linens, crafts, pictures Sr
MUCH MORE!

Send di Mulch

A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

I

DEBRIS HE1,10VAL

.C/C

436-5141

Water Damaged Rays
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

719 Washer Rd., Kirksey
80W to 299, turn right - 2 miles left on Washer Rd.

Alt low Septic Needs
lastelletion
Ripaor
bort, Gravel
Wlute Rock

•COehlleaClet

(tf..0
29317
020

731-363-5279

H13.1. SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

•Iovx,CARF

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

Or

011.0.0.1.11(111..,

Services Offered

•RES/OF407AL

LEAF MULCHING
& REMOVAL

602 Maple Street
FRI.(11/18)& SAT.(11/19)
7 AM-2 PM
MtfLTI-FAMILY GARAGE SALE! Hunting gear,electronics, baby items,clothing,
furniture, golf clubs,costume jewelry and
much more!

530

Was°Owed

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

p it

800-380-4318

530

530

CONSTRUCTION
LLC

Call 270-752-0477

1,
1.4

Calvery Temple Church

SAT.(11/19)•8 AM-2 PM
HOLIDAY BAZAAR

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Ite 477440

MLC

Misti Meadows
subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club
Newly remodled
basement,
New furnace and
water heater

Hill Appliance
Repair

-4=7:iZ/Z7i=s
1

270-247-3253 ...... hArri.aticii.m.(

530
Services Offered

Spacious
5 Bedroom,
4 Bath Home

ARRIS

HEAL EsTiTE & Al ITION

800-380-4318

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

2685 US Hwy.641 South

SISCHAll HARRel Hmwsml He I.. AY,WOO. •11 *45.37 ,
a53 s
.
.
a,lia,.....„0,, as coca
.
KINPOTH HARRIS ININ.el/Ma:bosom • TI latie.74 0
,k„,,„ term. .. ..,... a.ift,,,,, we 41.1.1
Bea BOUTNAElt R. Atm rAuctionew
Ho J..hn R•lorr• II 1 • H.4,41.44...11..

lit 45 wan,• 41.40.4.1 45 42.46
s,.,„,„
424

460
Homes For Sale

d Armory

[13

'.14'^%

lit • AIM 4.1 ,• •1i- #45 17
martins. nink,,A11,14wer4 • Ti aToUrl
4.1.4 I I'LiSII,Li ii, ,,Ito,,Autlhott,e.

YARD SALES

• li .1.. I s - ':-- . 04 I. y. -.. :I! .." in 5 s
i• ,
BUyer'S PrOMIUM WA Be Added To The Fetal Bid And Included In The Contract Price Make
Your inspectsxis Prior To Day 01 Sale Bumf WIN Be Required To Sign A Lead Based Pant
F-Neck'sure Waiving The OPpodundy To Conduct A 10 Day Post Sale Inspection
I

•Dmvall 'Painting
•Tile *Flooring •Decks

YOUNG'S

Insured -Sr Discount
'Free Estimates
'Member of "A" Rating
on Antic's List

GARAGE DOOR
SERVICE

cm! Li
• alr
iabk, lamp, betirihmi
2 wit 1.!,•Pat44..
•,11‘,..1m. ate. loicheit
.N1111.1114' 11.11I I It'•'

90 WALL STRICT

270-436-5959

PURYEAR, TN 38251
haw.

1.114.• Anil

10 YEARS EXP.
SERVING:
MURRAY/PARIS

for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

•

weekly & special pickups

()copy ownectoperatee
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

mates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

AUCTION HELD AT MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB AT
2200 COLLEGE FARM RD., MURRAY, KY 42071

.4 I...sat, t" I .iorl
• YIN,. Prestr,,,,,,,
Ile,..hoole
in,,,,,,

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Lice nsed
and insured. Free esti-

TIMBER CRUISE ON TRACT 2- VALUED AT S28,253.00
REAL. ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE TO THE HIGHEST WOOER AT 10:00 AM!

VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS COM FOR COMPLETE
LISTING DETAILS & PHOTOS'

.4,29119.1/-bses/ Kitiri•J

(270) 759-0890

IC:,Aoclion Sge SW's Postods
!

Featunng Living Room, Kitchen w/Breakfast Area, Mudroom & WoodBurning Stove & A Tobacco Barn Oct 401 Acres Tract 2* 104.05 Acres
Tract 3'4 31 Acres Tract 4' 13.07 Acres Tract 5'9 85 Acres

AUCTION TERM& A 10+, Buyer s Premium Wit Be Added To The
Final Bid And Included
In The Contract Price IS% Down Due Day Or The Sale Wth Cash Balance In
30 Days
Make Your Inspections Pnor To Sale Date

David 270-227-1106

James C.Gallloore
W.tECMURKAY.COM

OPEN TILLABLE FARMLAND! WOODLANDS & TIMBER!
BUILDING SITES!EXCELLENT LOCATION JUST MINUTES
TO SHOPPING, RESTAURANTS & MURRAY STATE!
REAL. ESTATE TRACTS: Tract 1' A 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Brick Home

REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER AT 12:00PM!
AUCTION HELD AT SIRLOIN STOCKADE
AT 932 S. 12TH STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071

0f WO III

lailestrtaUteamongaUlledientlal

_

COMBINATIONS! 14974444fmt. Parm Rcl And nu—

KENTUCKY LAKE WATERFRONT PROPERTY!
SHORT
DRIVE TO PARIS LANDING, LAND BETWEEN THE
LAKES
MURRAY!
&
QUALITY HUNTING GROUND WITH FOOD
PLOTS! MARKETABLE TIMBER VALUED AT S350,000.00
REAL ESTATE TRACTS: Tract 1* 175 +/- Acres Tract 2*
125
+/- Acres Tract 3* 125 +/- Acres Tract 4* 70+!- Acres Tract 5*
55 +/- Acres Tract 6* 50 +/- Acrr.

Public Sale

Zech 270-873-7700
./••••

HOME & .0
-- tj TOBACCO BARN
.......i.
IN 5 TRACTS & From
Mirror late KY 121 South 1hils Then Tun Rght On kV

SELLING IN
6 TRACTS
COMBINATIONS!
. Matthew inlet,
kyc Pre-Arraneernent
allet iS Funeral Director

.,:,

Over 28 Years
Expenence

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

lima ...linnet

hat

th hen utensil, lathes ..- 1.411my !nano.
19
"
11 1 nth °hi t.tne

not

It'41 lllll 1114:1011. to mon!pm
CAROL

YoUPICI

731-227-4904

S.00110

GAME CENTER

)0 A.M.

h, loveseat, and
iina cabinet, oak
tables, kitchen
!rator, washer,
d framed turkey
wall clocks,
and dasher,
nts, other milk
of hens on nest,
1 utensils, blue
McCoy cookie
Ilet gun, horse
butter mold.
I bow w/arrows,
ukee recharge1 projectors and

announcement
erial or any oral
le for accidents.

Guess Who?

Guess Who?

I am an actor born on December 8,

I am an actress and singer from

1978 in Louisiana. As a youth, I began

Puerto Rico. I was born on

a career in modeling. My acting

December 11, 1931. At age 11, I

work took off when I was cast in the

found work dubbing Spanish-language

show "Vampire Diaries." My wife

versions of American films. I'm the

starred in another vampire-based

first performer to win an Oscar,

entertainment venture.

Emmy, Tony and Grammy.

'0-227-3959
oueiovii e:pu :iemsuv

19DIPL4.19WOS UPI :19MSUV

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
once

its SudoKu

By

Davi.. Green

2 1 7
9

3

6

34 ,8
6
4
58

39
1
6
2
3
5

_
7
1 4 5
k.

u ty Level ***

_8

. .

Answer to previous puzzle

8,7 6
5 114
3 912
7,3 1 9
4 6.1
1
2 5 ,8
8 5
6
9L7
8 5 3 1 4 7
4 1 6 9 1 2.3
5
7
6
2
3

3
8
4
6
7
9

2
9
1
5
8
4

Level •
•
•

9 4 1
36 2
7 5 IT
1 8 4
5 2 9
6 3 7
4 1 3
2---9 68 7 5

GAIT
ISRAEL
SQUARE
ANNE
SUNHAT
ZETA
SUIT
EWE
RAKES
I ST
WASPY
HANOI
AXES
STUN
VICES
FIERY
CLEAR
EST
JET
SHAW
GASHES
LEDA
ATHOME
ICED
BEEPER
ETNA

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Eastern
sight
5 Mountain
fortress of
Israel
11 Canyon
sound
12 Mirror
sights
13 Worms, at
times
14 Old hose
15 Mali city
17— de
deux
18 Fighting
22 Winter
gliders
24 First
Indian
prime
minister
25 Golf goal
26 Writer
Fleming
27 Turn away
30 View
obscurers
32 Consumerist
Ralph
33 Little
rascal
34 European
capital
38 Canal
setting
41 Open
space
42 Online
icon
43 Wolfish
look
44 Hidden
45 Says
further

DOWN
1 Outstanding
amount
2 Superfruit
berry
3 Betrayed
fear
4 "Impressive!"
5 Fancy fur
6 "The Joy
Luck
Club"
writer
7 General
greeting
8 In the past
9 Bear lair
10 Silly
goose
16 Battleship
letters
19 Said
quietly

1

2

3

Yesterday's answer
20"I smell
—!"
21 Diamond
scores
22 Reach
across
23 Hot
flow
28 Sales
offer
29 Eisenhower's
predecessor

5

4

11

6

30 Hamm of
soccer
31 Gazelle's
cousin
35 Move
quickly
36 Bird snack
37 Old salts
38 Buddy
39 Gardner
of "Mogambo"
40 D.C.
baseballer

7

8

9

10

20

21

36

37

12
14

13UU

15

18
18 •19

17
22

24

23

26

25
28

27

29

30

31

33
32UU.
34

38

39

35

40

41

UUR

43
44

UUUUU

45

UUU
11-17
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Waldo.Back

Kids lobby mom to return
long-overdue child support

Teo years ago
lic Library Director Margaret TreKris Robinson, a fourth-grade stuvathan as she discusses library acdent at Murray Middle School, is
tivities with officers of the Friends
pictured enjoying a barrel nde at the
DEAR ABBY: I'm a divorced
of the Library. Pictured are Marvin
Murray State University during Roand remarned mother of two adult
Mills,
Ruth
Cole,
Tommy
Brown,
deo Week. Carlos Farmer, an eightchildren. Both live on their own
grade student at Calloway County Gerry Reed and Emily Wolfson.
and have decent jobs. After the
Kay
Gardner
Bates
and
Marie divorce. managed
Middle School is shown roping a
I
to keep a roof
Taylor, faculty members in the Desteer with one throw.
over our heads, food on the table
Daffney Henry, formerly of Mur- partment of Music at Murray State
and provide
ray, a broker-owner of The Aldion
University, spent the summer in
college for
Group Realty in Austin, Texas, will Graz, Austria attending classes at
my children.
receive the Community Service the American Institute of Musical
My ex-husAward during the Austin Board of Studies.
band, their
Realtors annual award gala.
A Calloway County High School
father, spoA group of Calloway County Lit- student,
John Matthew Yuifl. is
radically paid
tle League football players recently spending
the school year in Germachild
supreceived trophies and certificates of
ny as part of the Congress Bundeport, which
participation for their efforts this
resulted
in
year. Pictured are Drake Bynum, stag Youth Exchange Program.
an arrearage
Members
of
the
Calloway
CounWill Sivills, Will Clark, Josh ConDear Abby
owed for the
ner, Josh Bailey, Jared Gray, Nolin ty's 7-2 varsity football team reby
past
nine
Dale, coach Steve Conner, Will Ol- ceived awards at the fall sports banyears.
Abigail
quet.
Pictured are Todd Bohannon,
ive and Seth Legue.
Recently.
Workers at the Murray-Calloway Bobby Allen, Jimmy Cole, Chad
Van Buren
I received a
County Central Park have been Stubblefield, Chester Garner, David substantia
l sum of the balance I
working to remove an old play- Lawrence, Mike Garland and Mon- was
owed for back child support.
ground in order to make way for ty Thompson.
My dilemma is that my children
new equipment.
Forty years ago
feel that because their father is
Incumbent Vicki Wilson is shown
Groundbreaking ceremonies on the having financial problems (financcongratulating Linda Avery, after $3 million
project at Murray State es were always his issue). I should
a recanvas showed Avery still won
University to convert the Waterfield give the money back to him bethe Calloway County Circuit Court
Student Union Building into a main cause I am financially secure.
Clerk race by 143 votes.
Abby, they are ignoring everycampus library will be Nov. 20.
Twenty years ago
thing I had to do to support them
Fifty
years
ago
Pictured is Hugh Rollins as he gets
Delivery of new telephone directo- while they were still dependents
ready for the rebound as Kyle Neuand my responsibility. Add into
fang tries a different angle during a ries is now underway. Lester Nanny
that their health care, extracurricand
Cleo
Sykes
basketball game after school game.
of the Murray Post
ular activities. Christmases and
The boys are classmates at Robert- office look at the 9,860 directories birthdays,
etc., when he said he
son Elementary.
to be distributed. This is a gain of didn't
have money.
Tonya Swift, Em n Towery, Brooke 914 books over last year.
I feel I have every right to keep
Paschall and Rebekah Burkeen are
Sixty years ago
the money. I have told this to my
shown enjoying the playground at
First Christian Church, one of the kids, but they are mad at me bethe Calloway County Preschool oldest buildings in Murray,
was gut- cause I can't seem to get the mesCenter.
ted by fire yesterday. Pictures of the sage across. Your thoughts would
Christine Bailey, Jill Agular and fire
taken by Hunter Love are pub- be greatly appreciated. -- FLUSJeremy Clark won Cheri Theater
TERED IN FLORIDA
lished.
movie tickets during a Murray MidDEAR FLUSTERED: You
Ann Dunn, Sarah Hughes, Kathy
dle School STAR drawing.
were divorced from this man for
Berry.
Rosemary
Scott,
Suzanne
Calloway County Schools SuperWatson, Ada Sue Hutson, Vicky good reason. Your responsibility to
intendent Dr. Jack Rose accepted an
him ended when the divorce was
offer to become superintendent of Crawford, Lynda Allbritten, Kay
finalized. What you have received
Wallis,
Betty
Jo
Crawford. Betsy
the Maury County, Tennessee pubfor shouldering the entire responlic school system. Rose has served Howton, Katie Bailey and Janice
sibility for raising your children
21 years as the Calloway County Cherry presented a youth fashion
is yours and yours alone. Do not
Superintendent.
show at a meeting of the Home De- apologize to anyone
for what you
Thirty years ago
partment of the Murray Woman's prefer to do with the money.
And
Pictured is Calloway County Pub- Club.
for your sake, please don't allow

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 17, the
322nd day of 2016. There are 44
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 17, 1800, Congress held
its first session in the partially completed U.S. Capitol building.
On this date:
In 1558, Elizabeth I acceded to
the English throne upon the death of
her half-sister, Queen Mary. beginning a 44-year reign.
In 1869, the Suez Canal opened
in Egypt.

yourself be trapped or guilted into
doing anything against your better
judgment
1••••••

DEAR ABBY: 1 love my sister.
She's well-educated, intelligent
and fun, but she has let herself go.
We are both in our 60s and, unfortunately, those pesky whiskers are
starting to appear on our faces. She
recently had surgery and when I
visited her, I noticed a lot of hairs
sprouting from her chin. I offered
to pluck them or take her to a spa
and have them removed when she
had a facial. She refused!
My friends and I have made a
pact to pluck each other's whiskers if we are ever in a hospital
and can't do it ourselves. Should I
just let it go or, the next time I see
her, remind her that many people
would be put off if they saw her?
Or is it just me? -- WHISKERLESS SISTER
DEAR WH1SKERLESS: It's
not "just you." Depilatories are
popular because most American
women wouldn't want to be caught
dead with obvious facial hair.
Your letter brought back memories, one of which was my mother
telling me that her first executive
assistant, Katie, had made Mama
promise that in the event of Katie's
demise, Mama would bring a razor
to the viewing and, while standing
at the casket,"whisk" off her mustache so no one would see it.
Not knowing your sister, I can't
say whether she was in so much
pain from her surgery that she
didn't want to add to it by being
plucked. Talk to her again when
she's feeling better and she may offer up her chin. If not, love her the
way she is -- fur and all -- because
she's happy that way.
•••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact
Dear Abby at wwwDearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
CA 90069.

Local Poet
In 1889. the Union Pacific Railroad Co. began direct, daily railroad
service between Chicago and Portland. Oregon, as well as Chicago
and San Francisco.
In 1934. Lyndon Baines Johnson
married Claudia Alta Taylor, better
known as Lady Bird, in San Antonio,Texas.:
.
In 1968, NBC outraged football fans by cutting away from the
closing minutes of a New York
Jets-Oakland Raiders game to begin
the TV special "Heidi" on schedule.
In 1973. President Richard Nix-

on told Associated Press managing
editors in Orlando, Florida: "People
have got to know whether or not
their president is a crook. Well, I'm
not a crook."
In 1979,Iran's Ayatollah Khomeini ordered the release of 13 black
and/or female American hostages
being held at.the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran.
•
In 1987, a federal jury in Denver
convicted two white supremacists
of civil rights violations in the 1984
slaying of radio talk show host Alan
Berg.(Both men died in prison.)

BABY BLUES®

November Sky
Dr. Roger Weis
(from Sea Change)
A burnt orange sky as
the sun slips into the distant
blue of the sea
and dpillillnd is listless,
pit,
sally AmIiing cottontails
and stig dried seaweed ‘
- "
,i
tumbling across the beach;
an old gull, atop its jetty perch,
watches the sandpiper
skim the ocean waves
as dusk turns slowly to dark
and night begins.
Each sunset calls your heart
to seek kisses from lush lips
in shadows and moonbeams
from days gone by.

BLONDIER
IT'S BEGINNING TO LOOK
A LOT LIKE TURKEEY
PULEEZI

(CIG !

HAVE
MERCY!

(
OKAY, NEW
RPOOL

YEAH! NO SINGING
THANKSGIVING
CAROLS ON THE
WAY TO WORK!!

DRUMSTICKS, YAMS AND
HOT TURKEY WINGS..
THESE ARE A FEW 0F1
MY FAVORITE THINGS!

REALLY!

L
,
.7"

1 '•
'',Ver:
"
EVERYWHERE YOU
G00001

Putting you on the spot for
the measles vaccine
Here's one for the you-can't- public health officials and parents
believe-it-until-you-see-it depart- of newborns (infants can't get vacment: There's a children's book cinated until they're 12-15 months
called "Melanie's Marvelous Mea- old). Recent research has shown
sles" produced by an anti-vaccina- that an always-fatal complication
tion activist who tells kids that they of measles -- the neurological disshould look forward to contracting order subacute sclerosing panenthis potentially fatal disease. Real- cephalitis -- is far more common
ly!? Let's go back in time.
than previously thought. It affects
From 1958 to 1962, the U.S. about one in 600 of those who get
averaged 503,282 cases and 432 measles as infants, before being
deaths from measles complications vaccinated. And SSPE doesn't necannually -- children were dying essarily appear immediately; it can
from pneumonia, croup and en- stay dormant and strike a person
cephalitis!
years later!
After the vaccine was introSo if you or your children havduced, measles became so rare that en't been vaccinated, talk to your
it was declared eradicated in 2000. doe (the risk of a serious side efBut resistance to inoculation, a 5 fect from the vaccine is 40,000
percent vaccine failure rate and times less than the risk of a serious
travel by unvaccinated folks to complication from measles itself).
places where measles still exists Measles is so contagious that 95
reversed the trend. In 2014, there percent of people need to be vacwere 634 cases in the U.S.!
cinated with two doses to protect
New insights into post-measles those who aren't. Currently in the
complications are again worrying
U.S., we're only at 92 percent.

Hilts From Heloise

PICTURE OF ATTRAC770N
Dear Heloise: Many businesses have MAGNETS WITH ADVERTISING on them that they give out. I glue pictures of my grandchildren
and pets into the magnets. You can cut them down to size or in funny
shapes. Sometimes I use pinking shears to dress them up a little. -- J.S.,
via email
PRO PARTY PLANNING
Dear Readers: Thanksgiving is almost here!
Another year to count our blessings and give
thanks.
Let's make it easy on ourselves this year. Simplicity will save time, and a simple party can be
just as memorable as a fancy spread. Here are
some hints to help create afootball-themed buffet:
* Hit the grocery store with a plan. Thinking
ahead will save time and money.
by
* Plasticware and paper plates will save time
Heloise
and cleanup.
* Fresh vegetables and in-season fruits can make a colorful, healthy,
inexpensive and delicious centerpiece.'
- * Slow cookers will be your bestfriend. Cook,simmer and serve.
* How aboutjust hors d'oeuvres or just dessertsfor the footballfrenzY?
Relax and enjoy your guests, and remember the reasonfor the Thanksgiving season! -- Heloise
DO IT YOURSELF
Dear Heloise: My husband and I are real DlYers (do it yourselfers)
and have learned a trick or two. One really helpful tip is using apple-cider vinegar for all kinds of tasks. When we do tile work,the grainy mortar can really dry out your hands. Also, after a few hours of yardwork
(sometimes I do not wear gloves), my hands feel just awful. Vinegar to
the rescue. I pat on some apple-cider vinegar and let it dry, and it makes
them feel so much better. -- G.H. in Central Texas
How wonderful! Yes, vinegar can he a health and beauty treatment,
too. Rinsing hair and hands with diluted vinegar will remove soap and
hair-product residue, and help itchy hands.
Vinegar has a multitude of uses around the home, and it's cheap, safe
andfriendly to the environment. For a collection of myfavorite vinegar
hints around the home, order my pamphlet stuffed with money-saving
hints using vinegar. Visit my website, www.Heloise.com, or send a long,
stamped (68 cents), self-addressed envelope, along with $5, to: Heloise's Fantabulous Vinegar Hints and More, P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio, 7X 78279-5001. Every household should have at least a gallon
of
vinegar around, really two. It comes in handy. -- Heloise
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope

11,5 MY BRAINS
TELLING ME FP
HAVE NO CHANCE'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Nov. 18, 2016:
This year you tend to let your instincts take the lead.
You often feel differently from how you think. Find
the balance you need. You seem mysterious to
others, with a great deal of depth. If you are single,
your aura will attract many admirers. Make it OK to
date until you find the right person. Fall 2017 could
be significant in your dealings with others. If you
are attached, you and your sweetie often disagree
about how to plan a vacation or handle a project.
Special trips for just the two of you to go off and
enjoy yourselves will keep your bond balanced.
LEO knows how to trigger you!

47-7V

The Stara Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

AW, C'MON!
WHERE'S YOUR
HOLIDAY SPIRIT?!

DUSTIN Ft',
/ WHY? KIRK HAS
BRAWN, BUT YOU
HAVE BRAINS.
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** The unexpected indirectly stems from you.
You'll see what you felt was a good idea backfire.
You might want to have an important discussion
with a trusted confidant or loved one. You'll gain
clarity about your finances once you ask more
questions.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** An unusual insight might open up a
redundant conversation. A friend seems to trigger a
brainstorming session that could force you to look
at all sides of a discussion. Know that you don't
need to do anything immediately. Decide, then
follow through.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You'll feel as if you need to give a lot
emotionally. Use caution with your finances, as you
could be considering spending more than usual.
You might be thinking about Thanksgiving dinner
or various other holiday-related shopping trips.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
**** You smile as you prepare for the weekend.
Perhaps a boss or an older relative has been
disruptive by shaking up your plans as of late. You
know how you wish certain events would unfold;
don't lose your focus now.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might be edgy, as you sense that
your plans could change or that something is off.

Take time for yourself to separate fact from fiction;
you will feel much better as a result. One-on-one
relating will draw you out of your funk.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A meeting points to a minor adjustment,
though at first you might think it is much more. The
strength of agreement will encourage you. Listen
to someone else's idealistic perspective. Know
that you don't need to rain on this person's parade.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** An innate tension stretches through your
day. Know that this energy is coming from you,
perhaps in response to recent events. A judgment
you are making about what you need to do might
be the source of this stress. See if you can update
this view.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You see life from a renewed persplictive.
and might be working from a completely inluitive
base. Present your hunches by using 100 and
intellectual concepts. You tend to feel more
comfortable when listening to your inner. ,yoice.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Deal with others directly, not ohly with
financial matters, but also with any importancissue
that is on your mind. Enjoy a late lunch *ith a
friend or loved one. Your thoughts don't need to
be momentous or life-altering; you will reliih the
intimacy.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Others make the first move; all yote. need
to do is respond. If you are presented with a
conversation that you might not want to 'have,
simply back away. Let others talk and share. You
will learn a lot if you really stop and listen. ;
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Share more of what is happening. Others
will respond with opinions that might surprise you.
Keep an easy tone in any discussion, as you could
change your mind radically in the near 'future.
Create space for you and your changeable views.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your creativity and energy will help you get
past a money issue that would throw others into a
tizzy. Your unusual approach and unique way of
thinking will come through at the end. Maintain
a
sound and realistic perspective
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WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Racers honored With OVC Sportsmanship Award

Murray State Athletics
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The Murray State women's
cross country team was honored Wednesday with the Ohio
Valley Conference 2016-17
Team Sportsmanship Award.
The OVC honor marks the
second time in the 12 years the
award has been given that the
MSU women's team has been
recognized. MSU was also
honored in 2010.
"Regardless of the outcome
of our race they always are
more inclined to build others up rather than tear them
down." Racers' coach Jenny
Swieton said. "They're truly great people that believe
in themselves and they effort
enough to still be able to see
the greatness in others regard-

less of the uniform they wear. should
accept this award with
I believe that is the culture of
great pride for their fellow
our sport."
competitors have made it clear
The OVC Sportsmanship their teams
exemplify the best
Award is voted on by the stu- in intercollegiate
athletics. In
dent-athletes and coaches of receiving
this prestigious honthe respective sports and given or other
competitors are saying
to the team that has best ex- these student-at
hletes compete
hibited the standards of sports- with class, respect their
oppomanship and ethical behavior nents and value fair play.
That
as outlined by the OVC and is quite a compliment
as those
NCAA. Included in the areas are all traits that will lead to
for evaluation are the conduct true victories throughout
life."
of student-athletes, coaches,
Implemented in August
staff and administrators and 2005, the team honors are the
fans.
most recent addition to an
"Without
sportsmanship awards program that recognizthere are truly no meaning- es and celebrates sportsmanful victories," said Beth De- ship within the Conference. In
Bauche, OVC Commissioner. 1998, the league established
"The recipients of the OVC the Steve Hamilton SportsTeam Sportsmanship awards manship Award, presented an-

MSU SOFTBALL

MN set to host Jacksonville State

Amundson
welcomes
six new
athletes
for 2018

Racers in search of second OVC tourney title in three seasons
By JEFF ARENZ
jarenz@murrayledger com
Murray State stood in disbelief as Belmont rallied to
win the 2015 Ohio Valley
Conference Volleyball Tournament championship at Racer
Arena.
The Racers had recorded
nine sweeps while combining
to claim 10 league and postseason victories at home last
season, dropping only one set
to UT Martin. But the Bruins
changed all of that in the OVC
Tournament
championship,
when they captured the final
three sets in a four-set win.
MSU players, coaches and
fans left the tournament title
match at Racer Arena in shock.
"Last year, it was such a
heartbreak," Racers outside
hitter Scottie Ingram said. "I
punished myself for that loss.
1 told myself,'You didn't play
good. Go run!"
Ingram, the OVC's twotime defending Player of the
Year, did run, stadium steps,
a day after the OVC Tournament concluded.
Hosting the OVC Tournament again after securing its
third straight league regular
season championship. Ingram
and Murray State intends to
avoid feeling disappointed this
season.
"We have waited a whole
year for this, and it was bittersweet to win Saturday night.
our Senior Night ... to clinch
that championship," Ingram
said."I'm just so ready to play
Jacksonville State and, if we
win, focus on the next team
we'll play."
No. 1-seeded Murray State
(20-8 overall, 15-1 OVC)
hosts No. 8-seeded Jacksonville State (18-18, 6-10) in a
See OVC, Page 12

Murray State Athletics

DAVE WINDER / Murray State Athletics
Scottie Ingram, Hannah Stuitz and the Murray State Racers are out for revenge after being knocked out of the OVC
Tournament Championship in 2015. They host Jacksonville State today in the OVC tourney at Racer Arena at 7 p.m.

MURRAY STATE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Racers face first road test of the season Thursday
Murray State Athletics
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Murray State Athletics
The Sportsmanship Award OVC honor marks the second
time in 12 years that it has been given to Murray State.

MURRAY STATE VOLLEYBALL: OVC TOURNAMENT PREVIEW
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nually to a male or female student-athlete of junior or senior
status who best exemplifies
the characteristics of the late
Morehead State student-athlete, coach and administrator.
Five years later, the Conference added the OVC Sportsmanship Award, presented
annually to the member institution selected by its peers to
have best exhibited the standards of sportsmanship and
ethical behavior as outlined by
the OVC and NCAA.
In 1995, the Ohio Valley
Conference implemented a
first-of-its-kind "Sportsmanship Statement," a policy promoting principles of fair play,
conduct and respect for ones
opponents. III

Murray State Athletics
Murray State sophomore forward Abria Gulledge shoots
the ball during the Racers regular season win over Alabama A&M on Monday night at the CFSB Center.

49 victory Monday night over
Alabama A&M at the CFSB
The Murray State women's Center. Bria Bethea scored a
basketball team faces its first career-high 22 points on 7-ofroad test of the 2016-17 sea- 12 shooting and 4-of-6 from
son as the Racers travel to face 3-point range in the win. BetSouthern Illinois in a 6 p.m. hea scored 14 of her points in
contest Thursday in Carbon- the 3rd quarter alone and prodale, Ill.
vided a spark off the Racers'
The Racers are looking for bench which led to a 31-6 adtheir first win at SIU since vantage in bench points.
1988 and have lost their last 10
Abha Gulledge added
meetings in Carbondale.
15 points in the contest and
For the second consecutive Ke'Shunan James filled up the
season, the Racers have begun stat sheet with 14 points, nine
the season with two straight rebounds,eight assists and five
victories. MSU is looking for steals.
its first 3-0 start to a season
James is now just two points
since 2009-10, when the Rac- shy of becoming the 19th
ers opened the year 4-0.
member of the 1.000-point
The Racers play four of club in program history.
their first five games at home
The Salukis have played
this season. Thursday's contest just one game this season,
will be MSU's lone game away an 80-48 loss at nationally
ft:Qin "The Bank" until after ranked Oklahoma. SIU was
Thanksgiving.
led by All-Missouri Valley
MSU is coming off an 81- guard Rishonda Napier's 14

points while Kylie Giebelhausen scored 12 and pulled
down seven rebounds. Lauren
Hartman also grabbed seven
boards and scored five points
in the loss.
The Salukis shot just 25.3
percent in the loss while the
Sooners hit nearly 44 percent
of their shots. SIU also shot
5-of-30 from 3-point range
and were out-rebounded 4946. SIU is led by Head Coach
Cindy Stein who is in her
fourth season.
Last season. James led
MSU with 19 points and
pulled down seven boards in
the 70-57 loss to the Salukis
in December. Kyra Gulledge
had a game-high 11 rebounds
in the loss.
The Racers were outscored
44-28 in the second half of the
contest and 28-10 in the third
quarter, after leading at halftime,29-26.0

Head coach Kara Amundson is pleased to announce that
six outstanding student-athletes have chosen to further
their academic and softball careers at Murray State.
Logan Braundmeier of
Aviston, Illinois, Macey Hale
of Central City, Kentucky, Sierra Gilmore of Richmond,
Indiana, Jensen Striegel of
Floyds Knobs,Indiana and Olivia Suski and Danielle Walls,
both of Louisville, Kentucky
will all enroll at MSU next fall
and take the field for the Racers in the spring of 2018.
"I'm really excited for the
addition of the 2017 class,"
said head coach Kara Amundson.
"We will be losing seven seniors who have put their heart
and soul into this program
and have helped it continue to
grow. I'm confident this incoming class will be able to hit
the ground running when they
get on campus and help this
program continue to compete
in the OVC and on the national level. They are wonderful
young women who will be
great ambassadors for Racer
Softball and Murray State University."
Logan Braundmeier is a 5-8
utility player from Aviston.
Illinois and Mater Dei High
School. She is a career .400plus hitter with career-high
.459 batting average as a sophomore.
She helped lead the Knights
to a region title in 2015 and
was named to the Belleville
News Democrat Small School
All-Area team.
In her career, her on-base
percentage has never dipped
below .471 and she has never
posted a slugging percentage
of less than .600. She drove in
a career-high 25 runs last year
to give her 63 for her career.
Amundson on
Braundmeier
"Logan is an incredibly athletic player. She can play almost any position on the field,
aside from pitcher or catcher.
She has worked hard over the
past few years on her hitting
and is continuing to grow as a
hitter.
She has great hands and
I'm looking forward to seeing
her continued growth here."
Macey Hale is a 5-10 catcher/first baseman from Central
City, Kentucky and Muhlenberg County High School.
She has helped the Mustangs
preserve their streak of six
consecutive district titles and
currently has a lifetime .489
batting average.
During her time at Muhlenberg,she has been an All-Area.
All-District and All-Region selection. Last season, the WenSee SOFTBALL, Page 12
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Racers in the NBA

etr'' SCOREBOARD er;
SPONSORED BY
ROI CORNELISON
STUART ALEXANDER. CLTC

Isaiah
Canaan
Point Gitaid

FARM BUREAU INSURANCE
1702 Hwy 121 NORTE II
MUICAy KENTUCKY

270-753-4703
HOME • AUTO • LIFE

AREA SCHEDULE
Rowdily% Game
MS RAW-MALL
FINAL
Murray State at Middle Tennessee (81-87)
Viisdneedres Remits
NO GAMES SCHEDULED
Today's Games
COLLEGE V0LLEfBAL1
7 pin.
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament, Murray
State vs Jacksonville St
COLLEGE Basketbae
6p m
Murray State at Southern Minces

SPORTS ON TV
Thursday, Nov. 17
COLLEGE ILASICETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPNIJ - Tire Pros Invitabonal, first round.
Clemson vs Davidson, at Orlando, Fla
11 30 a.m
ESPN2- Charleston Classic first round,
Villanova vs. W Michigan, at Charleston, S.0
1.30 p.m.
ESN()- Tire Pros Invitational, first round
Xavier VS Missouri, at Orlando, Fla.
430 p.m
ESPNU -Tire Pros Invitational, first round,
Arizona St at N. Iowa, at Orlando, Fla.
5 p.m.
ESPN2- Charleston Classic, first round,
Mississippi St vs UCF, at Charleston, S.C.
6.30 p.m
FS1 -Arkansas St at Georgetown
7 p.m
BIN -Providence at Ohio St
ESPN2 -2K Sports Classic, semrfinal SAC
vs Prttsburgh, at New York
ESPNU -Tire Pros Invitational, first round
Oklahoma vs Tulane, at Orlando, Ha.
SEC- Furman at Georgia
8.30 p.m
FS1 - Rutgers at ClePaul
9 p.m.
BIN -Satan Hall at Iowa

%.

Pout Guard

1110

..\ efivio

SEC -I Kentucky at Auburn
910 p.m.
ESPN2-3( Sports Climax, semdtnal,
Marquette vs. MIctinaiLl New York
MUNK
7 p.m
ESPNEWS - Liberty at Coastal Carolina
8 p.m
ESPN -Louisville at Houston
930 pin.
ESPNU -Anumeas St at Troy
GOLF
1.30 p.m.
GOLF - PGA Tow, RBA Classic, first round, at
St Simons Island, Ga.
4:30 p.m.
GOLF - LPGA Tour, CME Group Tour Champ onship, first round, at Naples,
9 p.m.
GOLF-PGA Tour of Australasia, Emirates
Australian Open,second round, at Sydney
3 a.m.(Friday)
GOLF-European PGA Tour, DP World Tour
Championship, second round, at Dubai. United
Arab Emirates
NIA OAS10ETSALL
8 p.m.
TNT - Philadelphia at Minnesota
10:30 p.m.
TNT- CAatta
t Utah
NFL
8:20 p.m.
NBC & NFL - New Orleans at Carolina
IBMS
3 p.m.
ESPN2- Barclays ATP World Tour Finals,
round-robin, at London

PRO FOOTBALL
NFL
AMERICAN C.ONFERENCE
East
WLT
Pct
New England
7 2 0
778
WWI
5 4 0 556
Buffalo
4 5 0 444
N.Y Jets
3 7 0
300

Cameron
Payne

PP
241
204
237
179

PA
163
206
203
244

LAST GAME
at Portland Trail Blazers
8 points II rebounds
2 assists Ii steal I 0 block
NEXT GAME

North
Ni L T
Pct
5 4 0 556
4 5 0 444
3 4 1
438
0 10 0 000
South
W LT
Pct
Houston
6 3 0 667
Tennessee
5 5 0 500
Indianapolis
4 5 0 444
Jacksonville
2 7 0 222
West
W LT
Pct
Kansas Orly
7 2 0
778
Oakland
7 2 0
778
Denver
7 3 0
700
San Diego
4 6 0 400
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Pct
Dallas
8 1 0 889
NY Grants
5 3 0 625
Washington
5 3 1
611
Philadelphia
5 4 0 556
North
Ni I. T
Pct
Detroit
5 4 0
556
Minnesota
5 4 0
556
Green Bay
4 5 0
444
Chicago
2 7 0 222
Baltimore
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
Cleveland

1.

LAST GAME
vs. Houston Rockets
0 points 0 rebounds
0 assists I 0 steals I 0 blocks
NEXT GAME

PP
182
214
167
175

PA
160
206
189
301

PP
161
264
239
174

PA
188
251
256
239

PP
205
245
239
292

PA
168
223
189
278

PP
258
161
212
226

PA
170
164
209
160

PP
205
175
223
141

PA
206
152
234
215

Atlanta
Tampa Bay
New Orleans
Carolina

South
W I T
6 4 0
4 5 0
4 5 0
3 6 0

Pct
600
444
.444
333

West
W I T
Pct PP
Seattle
6 2 1 ,722 193
Arizona
4 4 1 .500 202
Las Angeles
4 5 0 444 139
San Francisco
1 8 0 .111 187
Thursday's Game
Baltimore 28. Cleveland 7
Sunday's Results Week 10
Washington 26. Minnesota 20
Los Angeles 9, N.Y Jets 6
Houston 24, Jacksonville 21
Kansas City 20, Carolina 17
Philadelphia 24, Atlanta 15
Denver 25, New Orleans 23
Tampa Bay 36, Chicago 10
Tennessee 47. Green Bay 25
Arizona 23, San Francisco 20
Miami 31, San Diego 24
Dallas 35, Pittsburgh 30
Seattle 31, New England 24
Open: Detroit, Buffalo, Indianapolis Oakland
Monday's Game
Cincinnati at NY. Giants, late
Today's Game
New Orleans at Carolina, NBC 700 p.m

•SOFTBALL
From Page 11
dy's High School Heisman
nominee batted .468 with eight
home runs to earn the area's
OSMO Most Valuable Player
award.
Amundson on Hale
"When you think of power hitter for the Racers of the
future, you will think Macey
Hale.
She will find herself behind
the plate or first base, but her
strength is hitting. She is an
incredibly hard worker who
is constantly striving to make
herself better, both on the field
and in the classroom. She will
be a great addition."
Sierra Gilmore is a 5-10
infielder from Richmond, Indiana and Northeastern High
School.
She is a three-year starter
for Knights who has consistently improved her game. She
has been an All-Conference
honoree in each of her three
seasons, an All-Area selection
during her sophomore and junior years and was an All-State
winner last year.
In 2015, Gilmore posted a .524 batting average, a
.581 on-base percentage and
a 1.126 slugging percentage.
That year, the National Honor
Society member helped Northeastern become the first-ever
Tri-Eastern Conference outright champions.
Amundson on Gilmore:
"In the same game. I saw Sierra make a diving stop up the
middle playing shortstop, then
rob a home run playing center
field.
She is a hard-nosed player who can make tough plays
and make them look easy. She
could also be adding some
power to the middle of our
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quarterfinal match at 7 p.m.
today as the Racers begin
their quest to win a conference
tournament championship and
the OVC's automatic bid to
the NCAA Tournament.
MSU earned a 25-20, 2517, 25-22 league win over the
Gamecocks at Racer Arena on
Oct. 15 but, according to Murray State head coach David
Schwepker, prior victories do
not predict future success.
"We're only focusing on
tonight's match," Schwepker
said. "Throughout our season.
when we play in tournaments,
we refer to our opponents as
Team 1,Team 2 and Team 3.
We don't talk about the
names of the teams because it
doesn't matter who they are or
what they are about. They're
just the team that we have to
play right now. We focus on
what we want to do and how
we can get better."
Although
Jacksonville
State held advantages over
Murray State in hitting per-

lineup offensively."
Jensen Striegel is a 5-6 outfielder from Floyds Knobs,Indiana and Floyd Central High
School.
She has helped the Highlanders become a mainstay in
the Indiana high school postseason since her arrival and
led her team to semi-state as a
sophomore.
The lefty has seen her batting average increase in each
year of play for Floyd Central
starting at .403 as a freshman,
moving to .435, as a sophomore, before exploding for a
.546 average last season.
She is a three-time All-Conference selection, a three-time
All-Region honoree and a
two-time All-State selection,
including a first-team nod in
2016.
In addition, she earned
All-Region honors from the
National Fastpitch Coaches
Association and was named as
area Player of the Year by the
News and Tribune.
Amundson on Striegel
"Jensen will definitely add
plenty of speed and finesse to
the lineup. She is an outfielder
with great range, a good arm,
and plays her angles really
well. She is also a lefty slapper who can bunt and slap for
both power and finesse. She is
a tough player to defend and
will add a good dynamic to our
lineup."
Olivia Suski is a 5-9 pitcher/first baseman from Louisville, Kentucky and Male High
School.
A varsity starter since
eighth grade, Suski has helped
the Bulldogs to four straight
state tournament appearances.
She is a three-time All-Region honoree and has earned
All-State honors in each of the
last two seasons, including being named to the first team last

centage (.209 to .207) and
opponent hitting percentage
(.169 to .183) during the regular season, the Racers led the
OVC in kills per set (13.83)
and assists per set (13.12).
At 2.73 blocks per set, the
Gamecocks finished 20th in
the nation.
Ingram leads MSU into
the OVC Tournament as the
league leader in kills per
set (4.30) and points per set
(4.70).
Outside hitter Kristen Besselsen finished 10th in conference in the same categories
with 2.99 kills per set and 3.51
points per set.
Hitters Olivia Chattman,
Dacia Brown, 'Camille Jones
and Rachel Giustino have also
made significant contributions
for the Racers.
Allyson Zuhlke is the top
attacker for Jacksonville State,
ending up seventh in the OVC
in hitting percentage (.263),
kills per set (3.08) and points
per set (3.69).
Teammate
Mackenzie
Rombach led the league in
blocks per set (1.27).
But the Racers are not just a
team of hitters.

year.
In 2016, she was also
named as the Region 7 Player
of the Year after striking out
152 batters over 152 innings,
driving in 24 runs and posting
a slugging percentage of .577.
Amundson on Suski:
"Olivia is a pitcher who has
continued her growth tremendously over the course of the
last few years.
She is a strong young woman who has the ability to hit
her spots and change speeds
to keep hitters off balance.
She is also someone who will
compete for a spot offensively. Her potential is endless and
I'm looking forward to see her
continue to grow as a player
here."
Danielle Walls is a 5-7
catcher from Louisville, Kentucky and Male High School.
She has been a part of threestraight regional championship teams, including the 2015
team that finished second in
the state.
Walls had a breakout year
in 2016, batting .417 with 12
multi-base hits, 28 RBIs and
an on-base percentage of .507.
For her efforts, she was named
to the All-Area first team by
the Courier Journal and was an
All-State honorable mention.
She is also a member of the
National Honor Society and
was the 2015 recipient of the
KHSAA Kentucky National
Guard Best and Brightest leadership award for softball.
Amundson on Walls:
"Dani is an incredibly hard
worker who takes pride as a
catcher in managing the game
and her pitching staff. She
is a student of the game and
does a great job understanding
situations. She will be a contact hitter with definite power
potential. I'm excited to add
Dam to our catching staff."•

Hannah Stultz was the best
server in the conference with
0.45 aces per set. She also
stood third in the OVC in assists per set (10.22). With 5.30
digs per set, Ellie Lorenz was
the league leader.
Besselsen added 0.28 aces
per set to finish seventh in the
OVC, while Chatman's .255
hitting percentage ranked 10th
in the league.
Other quarterfinal matches
today at Racer Arena include
No.3-seeded Austin Peay (2310. 12-4) playing No. 6-seeded Tennessee State (17-15,
8-8) at 11 am., No. 2-seeded SIU Edwardsville (20-7,
13-3) meeting No. 7-seeded
Morehead State (11-19, 7-9)
at 1:30 p.m. and No. 4-seeded Belmont (16-11, 10-6)
battling No. 5-seeded Eastern
Kentucky (14-14, 9-7) at 4:30
p.m. II
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Monday's Results
Indiana 88, Orlando 69
Detroit 104, Oklahoma City 88
New York 93, Dallas 77
Houston 115, Philadelphia as
New Orleans 106, Boston 105
San Antonio 94, Miami 90
Memphis 102, Utah 96
Brooklyn at LA. Clippers, late
lbesday's Results
Cleveland 121, Toronto 117
Atlanta 93, Miami 90
Charlotte at Minnesota, late
Chicago at Portland. late.
Brooklyn at L.A. takers, late
Wednesday's Results
Indiana 103, Cleveland 93
Orlando 89, New Orleans 82
Philadelphia 109, Washington 102
Atlanta 107, Milwaukee 100
Boston 90, Dallas 82

New York 105, Debbi 102
Golden State at Toronto, late
Houston at Obeliome CIty, late
Phoenix at Dorm,Ws
Memphis at LA Clippers, lab
San Anionic It Sacramento, we
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Tuesday's Results
Ottawa 3. Philadelphia 2, SO
Columbus 2, Washington 1,01
Carolina 1, San Jose 0
Toronto 6, Nashville 2
Tampa Bay 4, Detroit 3
Florida 4, Montreal 3, OT
Wednesday's Results
Pittsburgh at Washington, late
Arizona at Calgary, late
Tlorreday% Ganes
Winnipeg at Philadelphia, 7 p.m
Tampa Bay at Buffalo, 7 p.m.
Nashville at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.
Florida at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.
Boston at Minnesota,8 p.m.
San Jose at St. Louis, 8 pm.
Colorado at Dallas, 8:30 p.m
New Jersey at Anaheim, 10 p.m.
Arizona at Vancouver, 10 p.m.

MLB

Porcello wins CY Young
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AP Photo
Boston Red Sox pitcher Rick Porcello works against the Oakland Athletics in the first
inning of a baseball game, in Oakland, Calif.
The Associated press

lander. But Porcello got 18 Roger Clemens (1986) as the
second-place votes and ranked only pitchers in team history
BOSTON -- For the first six among the top three on 28 of with at least 20
wins and fewer
seasons of his career with the 30 ballots. Porcello finished than five losses
in one season.
Detroit Tigers, Rick Porcello with 137 points to Verlander's Clemens won
the MVP and
pitched in the shadow of Cy 132, marking the second-clos- the Cy Young
(the latter unaniYoung Award-winning team- est election since 1970 when mously)in 1986;
Martinez won
mates Justin Verlander and voters were permitted to select the Cy Young unanimousl
y in
Max Scherzer.
more than one pitcher.
1999 and finished second in the
Now,he walks among them.
Cleveland Indians ace Co- voting in 2002.
One year after losing 15 rey Kluber finished third, while
Porcello's bounce-back seagames for the Boston Red Orioles closer Zach Britton son mirrored that
of the Red
Sox, Porcello won the Ameri- finished fourth and earned five Sox, who went from
worst to
can League Cy Young Award, first-place votes.
first in the AL East. The now
edging Verlander by a narrow
"It's unbelievable," Porcello eight-year veteran rebounded
margin in voting that was an- told MLB Network as he was from the worst season of
his
nounced Wednesday night by swarmed by family members.
career last year to have the best
the Baseball Writers' Associseason of his career. The major
ation of America. Porcello, a
Porcello went 22-4 with a league leader in wins this sea27-year-old right-hander. re- 3.15 ERA for the AL East cham- son, Porcello also led the AL
in
ceived only eight first-place pion Red Sox and joined Pedro strikeout-to-walk ratio
(5.91)
votes compared to 14 for Ver- Martinez (1999 and 2002) and in his second year in Boston.
•

MORNING NEWSPAPER CARRIER
The Murray Ledger &Times Is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for a Newspaper Delivery Carrier to assist in the
morning distribution. Papers are delivered early mornings6 days per
week. Must have dependable transportation, valid driver's license,current
vehicle insurance, ability to work early morning hours,Saturdays and
some holidays, physically able to lift bundles of newspapers repetitively.

Apply at location.
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray,Ky 42071
The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.
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